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Abstract 

The Arctic is undergoing rapid changes due to climatic changes. Studies show that the 

Arctic is not only warming, but also freshening, which can induce changes to the 

distribution and spreading pathways of freshwater and impact ecosystems. Here, we focus 

on the coast of Northeast Greenland, which lies along the primary outflow shelf of the 

Arctic Ocean. Long term mooring-arrays monitor the gateways of the East Greenland 

Current at Fram Strait and Denmark Strait, but seasonal and interannual variability of 

oceanographic conditions along the coast of Northeast Greenland and its impact on fjord 

hydrography are not well known. This is mainly due to costs and logistical constraints 

encountered when operating in such a harsh and remote environment, where sea ice 

hampers coastal navigation. For this thesis, we analyzed in-situ observations, including 

moorings, from Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord (74° N), to gain more knowledge on the seasonal 

and long-term response of the fjord system to local and regional processes inducing 

changes in oceanographic conditions in the fjord and in the coastal domain. Our results 

include a description of the variability in hydrography and circulation during the ice-

covered period, an impact analysis of coastal freshening on the renewal of the fjord basin 

water, and a process study of the drivers of freshwater variability along the coast of 

Northeast Greenland. The results suggest that sea ice melt along the coast is a prominent 

driver of freshwater variability in the coastal domain, and that sea ice melt might be 

impacted by the recirculation of warm Atlantic Water. An increase of temperatures in the 

North Atlantic could induce more sea ice might melt at higher latitude and freshen the 

coastal waters of Northeast Greenland. This is important, as our data already shows that 
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after strong costal freshening in the periods since 2005, fjord bottom renewal of Young 

Sound-Tyrolerfjord was prevented, which may affect the fjords ecosystem functions. This 

study was enabled by the extensive dataset from the Marin Basis Monitoring Program 

under the Greenland Ecosystem Monitoring Program, and underlines the importance to 

maintain strong monitoring capacity in Northeast Greenland, to asses recent and future 

changes to the marine system due to climate change.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

The Arctic is undergoing rapid changes due to climatic changes, and is therefore set at 

the forefront of international public and governmental interest. The area is vulnerable 

to cascading effects, where one change in the physical environment can induce changes 

on ecosystem-level and impact social, economic and geopolitical processes. 

Much of the public’s focus has been on climate warming, but recent studies show that 

the Arctic is also freshening (Haine et al., 2015; McPhee et al., 2009; Proshutinsky et al., 

2009; Rabe et al., 2011) and losing sea ice (Cavalieri and Parkinson, 2012; Comiso et al., 

2008; Kwok et al., 2009; Stroeve et al., 2012a, 2012b). Furthermore, freshwater fluxes 

from the Greenland Ice Sheet are increasing (Bamber et al., 2012; Khan et al., 2014). 

These changes may induce alterations in the distribution and spreading pathways of 

freshwater in the Arctic Marine system (McPhee et al., 2009), which can induce changes 

of heat, salt and biogeochemical properties of the Arctic Ocean and the bordering (sub)-

Arctic seas and oceans, such as the Greenland Sea (Arrigo and Van Dijken, 2011; 

Beszczynska-Möller et al., 2011; Carmack and McLaughlin, 2011; Pabi et al., 2008; 

Woodgate et al., 2012). The impact assessment of these changes is hampered by our 

limited knowledge of the circulation, water mass conversion, and (local) freshwater 

sources and features of the Arctic Ocean and its bordering seas (Carmack et al., 2016). 
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The Arctic freshwater cycle should receive much attention, as it is a prominent element 

of the Earth’s climate system. A key area in the freshwater cycle of the Arctic Ocean, 

and possibly vulnerable to the effects of climate change, is the coast of Northeast 

Greenland, the coastal area bounded by Fram Strait in the North and Denmark Strait in 

the South. It plays a prominent role in the freshwater cycle of the Arctic Ocean as it lies 

along the primary outflow shelf of the Arctic Ocean, where large amounts of sea ice and 

freshwater exported through Fram Strait are transported southwards via the East 

Greenland Current. The coastal water also receives vast amounts of glacial meltwater 

from numerous drainage basins of the Greenland Ice Sheet. Especially the contribution 

from the Northeast Greenland Ice Stream is an important freshwater input, as it covers 

16% of the Greenland Ice Sheet (Khan et al., 2014).  

Efforts to understand the effects of freshening on ocean circulation and marine 

ecosystems rely heavily on numerical ocean models and suffer a lack of long-term 

measurements. Research in Northeast Greenland was, until recently, mainly based on 

data from summertime only, which further emphasizes the need for continuous long-

term measurements that cover both seasonal and interannual changes in the 

oceanographic conditions in the area. 
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1.2 Thesis Objectives 

The goal of this thesis is to investigate the vulnerability of Greenland’s fjords and coastal 

zones to impacts of freshening due to climate change. Thereto, we aim to increase the 

knowledge on the seasonal and interannual variability of oceanographic conditions in 

the Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord a high Arctic fjord along the coast of Northeast 

Greenland. 

The overall goal of this thesis is subdivided in three objectives: 

(1) Describe seasonal variations in circulation, thermohaline structure and cross-sill 

exchange of a Northeast Greenland Fjord. 

(2) Quantify the impact of recent regional climate changes to decadal changes in 

the hydrography of the fjord. 

(3) Investigate drivers of the changing oceanographic conditions along the coast of 

Northeast Greenland. 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

The thesis consists of six chapters. After the first introductory Chapter, Chapter Two will 

present the thesis topic by describing the hydrography and circulation in the Arctic 

Marine System, with a focus on the coast of Northeast Greenland. This chapter also 

summarizes the large-scale hydrography, water masses and circulation of the 

Greenland Sea. The chapter is largely based on recent work on the subject by Haine et 
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al. (2015) and Carmack et al. (2016), and on the results from a recent cruise along the 

coast of Northeast Greenland described by Håvik et al. (2017). 

Chapter Three addresses thesis objective (1) by describing the analysis of seasonal 

observations of circulation, hydrography and cross-sill exchange of the Young Sound-

Tyrolerfjord system (74° N) in Northeast Greenland. This work has been peer-reviewed 

and published in the journal Estuarine, Coastal and Shelf Science: 

Boone, W., Rysgaard, S., Kirillov, S., Dmitrenko, I., Bendtsen, J., Mortensen, J., et al. 

(2017). Circulation and fjord-shelf exchange during the ice-covered period in Young 

Sound-Tyrolerfjord, Northeast Greenland (74°N). Estuar. Coast. Shelf Sci. 194, 205–

216. doi:10.1016/j.ecss.2017.06.021. 

Chapter Four addresses thesis objective (2) as it investigates data from 13-year (2003-

2015) continuous moored observations of temperature and salinity in Young Sound-

Tyrolerfjord (74° N) in Northeast Greenland. This work published in the journal 

Geophysical Research Letters:  

Boone, W., Rysgaard, S., Carlson, D. F., Meire, L., Kirillov, S., Mortensen, J., et al. (2018). 

Coastal freshening prevents fjord bottom water renewal in Northeast Greenland: A 

mooring study from 2003 to 2015. Geophysical Research Letters, 45. 

https://doi.org/10.1002/2017GL076591 

Chapter Five addresses thesis objective (3) as it studies the dominant processes which 

impact freshwater availability along the coast of Northeast Greenland. We plan to 
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submit this manuscript to the journal Frontiers of Marine Science, but this paper is 

currently in preparation:  

Boone, W., Rysgaard, S., Carlson, D., Kirillov, S., Dmitrenko, I., Mortensen, J., Meire, L. 

(2017). Does sea ice melt impact coastal freshening in Northeast Greenland?,. 

Frontiers of Marine Science (in prep).  

Finally, Chapter Six contains the general summary of this research, with suggestions for 

future research.
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Chapter 2 Background 

2.1 Hydrography of the Arctic Marine System  

2.1.1 Regions, domains and general circulations 

The description of the hydrography of the Arctic Marine System starts with a definition 

of the regions under consideration. Carmack et al. (2016) define the Arctic Marine 

System as the Pan-Arctic domain north of Bering Strait in the Pacific and north of the 

Greenland-Scotland Ridge in the Atlantic. They further subdivided this area in the 

Nordic Seas, which are the Norwegian, the Iceland and the Greenland Seas south of 

Fram Strait and west of the Barents Sea Opening, and the Arctic Ocean, as the area 

bounded by the gateways Fram Strait, the Barents Sea Opening, Bering Strait and Davis 

Strait. We define the coast of Northeast Greenland as the coastal area of Greenland 

between Fram Strait in the north and Denmark Strait in the south, while the coast of 

Southeast Greenland lies between Denmark Strait and Cape Farewell at the southern 

tip of Greenland. 

The hydrography and climate of the world’s oceans is largely determined by their 

stratification. Carmack (2007) describes how the stratification of the world’s oceans is 

mainly driven by two aspects of the climate system. First, moisture from the subtropical 

and tropical Atlantic Ocean is transported via trade winds across Central America 
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towards the Pacific Ocean, which drives the salinity difference between the North 

Atlantic and the North Pacific. Second, the difference in warming and evaporation 

between lower latitudes in comparison to higher latitudes and the poleward transport 

of latent heat and moisture via the atmosphere make that the upper layers of high-

latitude seas are stratified by salinity and the upper layers of subtropical seas are 

stratified by temperature (Fig. 2-2a) (Carmack et al., 2016). This thermohaline 

distribution of the world’s oceans sets the scene for the circulation in the Arctic Ocean 

(Fig. 2-2), which can be summarized as follows (after Carmack et al., 2016): Warm and 

salty waters from Atlantic origin enter the Arctic Ocean via Fram Strait and through the 

Barents Sea Opening. These waters circulate in the Arctic Ocean’s basins as subsurface, 

cyclonic and topographically steered boundary currents that follow a path along the 

continental margins and ridge systems, and are modified within the Arctic Ocean before 

they exit through Fram Strait along the East Greenland Coast. Pacific origin waters, 

which are cooler and fresher than the Atlantic Waters, enter the Arctic Ocean through 

the Bering Strait and exit the Arctic Ocean through the Canadian Archipelago and 

through Fram Strait. In addition, moisture from the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans is 

delivered to the Arctic catchment areas via storm tracks of the midlatitude Westerlies. 

They supply the Riverine Coastal Domain, an area where river plumes extend outward 

across the shelves or form surface-trapped buoyancy boundary currents (Carmack et 

al., 2015a), with nutrient-rich freshwater. 
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Figure 2-1: ‘Maps showing (a) bathymetry of the Arctic Ocean from the International 

Bathymetric Chart of the Arctic Ocean (Jakobsson et al., 2012) and (b) place names of 

the major basins, ridges, shelf seas, and gateway straits’ (from Carmack et al., 2016). 

Based on these circulation patterns, the Arctic Marine System can be subdivided in 

diverse regions with a variety of physical, morphometric and biological properties (Fig. 

2-2b). Following Carmack and Wassmann (2006), we can identify the following 

hydromorphological domains: inflow shelves (the Barents and Chukchi shelves), 

outflow shelves (e.g., the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (CAA) and East Greenland 

shelves), interior shelves (the Kara, Laptev, East Siberian, and Beaufort shelves), basins 

(two main: Eurasian and Amerasian), the riverine coastal domain (Carmack et al., 2015a) 

and the ridge and borderland features (reference to place names: Fig. 2-1). 
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Figure 2-2:’Schematic maps of (a) the major ocean currents (long arrows), the four 

Arctic Ocean gateways in Fram Strait, the Barents Sea Opening, Davis Strait, and Bering 

Strait (thick bars with red denoting inflow and blue denoting outflow), the gyral 

circulation patterns (circular arrows), the salt-stratified ocean domains are shown in 

light blue, and the All Arctic Regions definition of the terrestrial contributing areas 

shown in white, and (b) summary of components of the high-latitude freshwater system 

as introduced in Prowse et al. (2015a, 2015b).’ (Carmack et al. (2016)) 

2.1.2 Primary freshwater sources of the Arctic Ocean 

The three primary sources of freshwater for the Arctic Ocean are discharge from land, 

Pacific Water inflow through Bering Strait, and precipitation. To describe these sources, 

we employ the term freshwater anomaly, which can be quantified by ‘the amount of 

zero-salinity water required to attain the observed salinity of a seawater sample (S) 

starting from a given reference salinity (Sref)’ (Carmack et al., 2016), in literature mostly 

chosen as the average mean salinity of the Arctic Ocean (34.8) after Aagaard and 
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Carmack (1989). The freshwater volume flux (F) of a certain sea water volume flux (V0) 

is then calculated as follows (Carmack et al., 2016): 

𝐹 =
(𝑆 − 𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑓)

𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑓
 𝑉0 

The largest influx of freshwater to the Arctic Ocean comes from discharge from land 

and is estimated to amount to 4200 ± 420 km³ yr-1 (Haine et al., 2015), although 

substantial uncertainty in the total flux estimates has to be taken into account, as about 

a third of the drainage area is not covered by measurements (Carmack et al., 2016). 

Second largest is the Pacific water inflow through Bering Strait, which supplies water 

with a freshwater anomaly of 2640 ± 100 km³ yr-1 (average for 2000-2010) (Haine et al., 

2015; Woodgate et al., 2006). The inflow contains roughly 95% liquid freshwater, the 

rest is sea ice from the Bering Sea (Carmack et al., 2016). The third largest source of 

freshwater to the Arctic Ocean is precipitation-evaporation, which delivers about 2200 

± 220 km³y-1.(average for 2000-2010) (Haine et al., 2015). This amount is about 60 % of 

the total precipitation from the Arctic Ocean, the remainder (40 %) is being recycled 

within the Arctic Ocean. Other freshwater sources are the Arctic Glaciers and the 

Greenland Ice Sheet, which are especially important as a local source of freshwater to 

the shelf regions and marginal seas of the Arctic Ocean, such as the Greenland Sea and 

Baffin Bay. The contribution of Arctic Glaciers (Canadian, Icelandic and Russian glaciers) 

amounts to 226 km ³ yr-1 (2003-2009 mean) (Haine et al., 2015) and the contribution of 

the Greenland Ice sheet (runoff and ice discharge) is approximately 1200 km³ y-1 

(Bamber et al., 2012). 
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2.1.3 Fate of freshwater in the Arctic Ocean 

Freshwater in the Arctic Ocean is mainly stored in the liquid phase in the upper layers 

of the Ocean and to lesser extent in the solid phase as sea ice (Carmack et al., 2016), 

however, due to the seasonal freeze and thaw cycle, a major seasonal exchange exists 

between these phases ( seasonal volume difference ~134 000 km³, average 2000-2010, 

Haine et al., 2015). The liquid freshwater content attains approximately 101 000 km³ 

(2000-2010 annual average) (relative to salinity 34.8) (Haine et al., 2015) and is not 

distributed evenly. Most freshwater exists in the Beaufort Gyre above the Canada Basin, 

where the accumulated freshwater anomaly equals about 20 m (relative to salinity 

34.8)(Haine et al., 2015). In contrast, in the Eurasian basin, the accumulated freshwater 

anomaly is only between 5-10 m thick (Haine et al., 2015). The freshwater content of 

these basins is controlled by the surface circulation in the Arctic Ocean (Fig. 2-3). Winds 

and moving ice drive a cyclonic circulation in the Nansen basin and an anticyclonic 

circulation in the Amerasian Basin (Carmack et al., 2016). At the convergence of these 

gyres forms the Trans-Polar Drift, which is directed towards Fram Strait (Rudels, 2012). 

The Eurasian Basin surface water is driven by the transpolar drift towards Fram Strait, 

while the Beaufort Gyre retains much of its freshwater and is only leaking into the 

transpolar drift, or to the Canadian Archipelago (Carmack et al., 2016). 
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Figure 2-3:’Liquid freshwater content (m) from the PHC (Polar Science Center 

Hydrographic Climatology) 3.0 climatology (Steele et al., 2001) and trajectories of sea 

ice computed using 2000–2010 satellite ice velocities from the Polar Pathfinder Sea Ice 

Motion data (Fowler et al., 2013). The small red dots indicate the starting points of the 

trajectories, which last 2 years‘ (Carmack et al., 2016). 

The solid fraction of the freshwater content contains about 14 300 km³ of freshwater 

(2000-2010 average, Haine et al., 2015) and is mainly stored in the areas north of the 

Canadian Arctic Archipelago and Greenland and across the pole, there the thickest and 

oldest sea ice is found (Kwok, 2009). Sea ice transport is driven by winds, the surface 
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ocean currents, and the internal dynamic stresses within the sea ice pack (Carmack et 

al., 2016). The prevailing currents allow sea ice, formed over the Eurasian shelves, to be 

transported toward the central Arctic and to the transpolar drift (Fig. 2-3). 

Freshwater exits the Arctic ocean mainly through Fram Strait (freshwater flux: and 1900 

± 280 km³ yr-1 as ice; 2800 ± 420 km³ yr-1 as liquid, including the Fram Strait deep water 

and West Spitsbergen Current) and Davis Strait (freshwater flux: 2900 ± 190 km³ yr-1 as 

liquid freshwater and 320 ± 45 km³ yr-1 as ice) (Haine et al., 2015). Overall, it can be 

concluded that about 5700 ± 460 km³ yr-1 leaves the Arctic Ocean as liquid freshwater, 

with an equal spread between both Fram and Davis Straits. When it comes to sea ice, 

approximately 2200 ± 280 km³ yr-1 of freshwater leaves the Arctic Ocean, with 85% 

passing through Fram Strait. This emphasizes the importance of Fram Strait for the 

freshwater balance of the Arctic Ocean (Carmack et al., 2016). 

2.2 Hydrography of the Greenland Sea 

2.2.1 General circulation and water mass transformation in the 

Nordic Seas 

The coast of Northeast Greenland borders the Greenland Sea, one of the Nordic Seas. 

The regional scale circulation patterns of the Nordic Seas show warm northward-

flowing Atlantic water on the eastern side, and cold Polar Water flowing southward via 

the East Greenland Current on the western side (Fig. 2-4). Håvik et al. (2017) describe 
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the circulation in the Nordic seas: warm Atlantic Water penetrate the Nordic Seas via 

the Faroe-Shetland and the Iceland-Faroe inflows (Hansen et al, 2015). The inflow of 

Atlantic Water is divided in two distinct branches further north: the Norwegian Atlantic 

Slope Current (NwASC), and the Norwegian Atlantic Frontal Current (NwAFC). The 

Norwegian Atlantic Slope Current splits off the coast of Northern Norway into the North 

Cape Current and the eastern branch of the West Spitsbergen Current (WSC) 

(Beszczynska-Møller et al., 2012). The Norwegian Atlantic Frontal Current develops into 

the western branch of the West Spitsbergen Current and recirculates in Fram Strait to 

feed Atlantic Water to the East Greenland Current and the Greenland Sea. 

The water masses undergo significant transformation in the Nordic Seas. The 

subtropical warm and saline Atlantic Water, transported North via the Norwegian 

Atlantic Currents, is transformed into two main components (Latarius and Quadfasel, 

2016) (Fig. 2-1b). The first is formed by negative buoyancy fluxes, such as heat loss to 

the atmosphere and brine rejection during sea ice formation, which lead to strong 

vertical mixing and ultimately creates the dense deep and intermediate depth waters 

found in the Nordic Seas (Carmack and Aagaard, 1973; Rudels, 1986). The second results 

from the mixing of Atlantic Water with freshwater from precipitation, run-off from land, 

and ice-melt, to create Polar Water, a water mass with low salinity and low density that 

is found in the upper parts of much of the Arctic Ocean and the western Nordic Seas. 
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Figure 2-4: ‘Schematic circulation in the Nordic Seas. The transformation of warm 

Atlantic Water to colder, fresher, and denser Atlantic-origin Water in the rim current of 

the Nordic Seas and Arctic Ocean is illustrated with a transition from red to green 

colours. The fresh Polar surface water (PSW) in the East Greenland Current is indicated 

in blue. The green circles in the Greenland and Iceland Seas indicate cyclonic gyres. The 

acronyms are: NwASC = Norwegian Atlantic Slope Current; NwAFC = Norwegian Atlantic 

Frontal Current; WSC = West Spitsbergen Current; RAC = Return Atlantic Current; JMC 

= Jan Mayen Current; JMFZ = Jan Mayen Fracture Zone; NIJ = North Icelandic Jet; EIC = 

East Icelandic Current; and NIIC = North Icelandic Irminger Current; PSW Jet= Polar 

Surface Water Jet; EGC= East Greenland Current ‘(Håvik et al., 2017). 
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Previously, we identified the East Greenland shelves as the primary outflow shelf of the 

Arctic Ocean. Along this outflow shelf flows the East Greenland Current, which is an 

important transport conduit for Polar Water and denser water masses from the Arctic 

Ocean (Rudels, 2002). The current originates in the Arctic Ocean and runs through the 

Nordic Seas towards the Subpolar North Atlantic. Its core runs southwards along the 

slope of the Northeast Greenland shelf. On its way south, two side branches are formed: 

the Jan Mayen Current and the East Icelandic Current (Fig. 2-4). These side branches 

feed into a hydrographical transition zone, where gyres (Greenland Sea Gyre, Iceland 

Sea Gyre) and fronts are formed between the regions, dominated by Polar Water 

masses in the West, and Atlantic Water Masses in the East. For this transition zone, the 

term Arctic Surface Water was brought forward to identify the upper layer waters which 

are colder and less saline than Atlantic Water, but still warmer and more saline than 

Polar Water (Helland-Hansen and Nansen, 1909). 

2.2.2 East Greenland Current 

2.2.2.1 Hydrographic structure and water masses 

The dominant water masses along the Northeast Greenland coast are associated with 

the East Greenland Current, which has a three-layered structure (example: Fig. 2-5 and 

Fig. 2-6). The surface layer consists of fresh Polar Surface Water (PSW) and has a 

thickness of roughly 150 m to 200 m on the shelf and 50 m further offshore (Håvik et 

al., 2017; Rudels et al., 2005). The middle layer consists of warmer and saltier Atlantic-

origin Water and is typically 500-700 m thick. Finally, below the 0°C isotherm, the 
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Greenland Sea deep water is found, which consists of different deep water masses, such 

as Upper Polar Deep Water, Canadian Basin Deep water and Eurasian Deep Water 

(Buch, 2007). The characteristics of the dominant water masses along the Northeast 

Greenland coast and in the Greenland Sea are summarized in Table 1. 

2.2.2.2 Velocity structure of the East Greenland Current 

Håvik et al. (2017) compiled velocity transects along the East Greenland Coast 

(example:Fig. 2-5; Fig. 2-6). Highest velocities were found near the shelfbreak and upper 

continental slope. Other strong flows were detected close to the coast and locally 

offshore from the shelfbreak. From their results, they identified three branches of the 

East Greenland Current: the shelfbreak East Greenland Current, the Polar Surface Water 

Jet and the outer East Greenland Current (Fig. 2-4, Fig. 2-5 and Fig. 2-6). 

I. Shelfbreak East Greenland Current 

Håvik et al. (2017) describe the shelfbreak East Greenland Current as a ‘strong surface-

intensified flow close to the shelfbreak’ and refer to it as the ‘most prominent 

component of the boundary current system’ (Fig. 2-5). It flows southward with a 

velocity that ranges between 0.2 and 0.4 m s-1. 
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Table 2-1: Dominant Water Masses along the Northeast Greenland coast and in the 

Greenland Sea (after Buch, 2007; Swift and Aagaard, 1981). 

 Salinity Temperature Comments 

Atlantic Water >34.9 > 3°C  

Polar (Surface) Water <34.4 
<0°C, surface in 

summer up to 5°C 
 

Arctic Surface Water 34.4 – 34.9 

> 0°C if S between 

34.4 – 34.7; > 2°C if S 

34.7 – 34.9 

 

Upper Arctic 

Intermediate Water 
34.7-34.9 <0°C 

winter sea 

surface 

Lower Arctic 

Intermediate Water 
>34.9 0-3°C  

Greenland Sea Deep 

Water 
34.895 -1.24 °C 

Densest water of 

Greenland Sea 

Upper Polar Deep Water 34.90<S<34.93 -0.5°C<T< 0°C 
Arctic Ocean 

origin 

Canadian Basin Deep 

Water 
S>34.92 -0.8°C<T< 0.5°C 

Arctic Ocean 

origin 

Eurasian Deep Water S>34.92 T< -0.8°C 
Arctic Ocean 

origin 
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II. Polar Surface Water Jet 

Håvik et al. (2017) furthermore measured geostrophic velocities close to the North East 

Greenland coast and identified the occurrence of a surface intensified jet within the 

Polar Surface Water layer (Fig. 2-5 and Fig. 2-6). The jet was well observed in sections 

south of 72°N, and partly sampled on sections at 73°N (Fig. 2-6). Full capture of this 

feature at higher latitudes was not possible, because the sections did not extend 

sufficiently far towards the coast (Håvik et al., 2017). As the Jet is found in the fresh 

Polar Surface Water, it is important for freshwater transport. Håvik at al. (2017) also 

mention that the current also transports some Atlantic-origin Water that penetrated to 

the shelf. Velocities peak at 0.2 m s-1 and are thus slightly lower than what is observed 

in the Shelfbreak East Greenland Current (Håvik et al., 2017). 

III. Outer East Greenland Current 

Finally, Håvik et al. (2017) identify the outer East Greenland Current that flows over the 

mid to deep continental slope, offshore from the Shelfbreak East Greenland Current. 

The authors remark that the outer East Greenland Current is a result of the recirculation 

of the Western Spitsbergen Current in Fram Strait. The current flows south along the 

Shelfbreak East Greenland Current until it reaches the Jan Mayen Fracture Zone. 
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Figure 2-5: ‘Vertical sections of (a) potential temperature, (b) salinity, and (c) absolute 

geostrophic velocity with contours of potential density (kg/m3), for a section 

perpendicular with the coast near the Jan Mayen Fracture Zone. The location of the 

section is shown in the inset in (a). Positive velocities are towards the south. The black 

inverted triangles along the top of each panel indicate the station locations. The white 

contours in (a) represent the 0 ◦C isotherm. The black vertical lines in (c) enclose the 

shelfbreak branch of the East Greenland Current. The blue contour in (c) is the 27.7 

kg/m3 isopycnal which separates the surface layer from the intermediate layer. The 

lower limit for the Atlantic-origin Water in the shelfbreak EGC is marked by the thick 

black contour line. The different kinematic features present in the section are identified 

along the top of panel (c).’ (Håvik et al., 2017). 
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2.2.3 Sea Ice along the Northeast Greenland coast 

Along the East Greenland coast, sea ice from the Arctic Ocean is transported 

southwards. In a cross section perpendicular to the coast, four different ice types can 

be found: (a) the landfast ice, (b) a transition zone, (c) the pack ice, and (d) the marginal 

ice zone (Buch, 2007) (Figure 2-7). (a) Close to the coast, landfast ice is formed during 

winter. It is attached to the coast and does not move with currents and winds (except 

vertical displacement by tides). This ice normally breaks up or melts away in spring, but 

it can occasionally also stay in place and survive the summer melt. (b) The landfast ice 

is separated from the pack ice by a transition zone, which is not a shear zone with heavy 

ridging as seen in other places in the Arctic, but a continuous strip of open water or 

polynyas offshore from the fast ice edge. (c) Offshore from this transition zone the 

drifting pack ice flows south, containing Paleocrystic ice, North Pole Ice and Siberian Ice 

(Wadhams, 1981). Paleocrystic ice is a mix of very old ice and heavy deformed ice, while 

North Pole Ice is ice from both the Beaufort Gyre and distant parts of the Eurasian Basin. 

Siberian Ice is formed in the near shore of the vast shelfs of East Siberia and the Laptev 

Sea, but contains ice formed in the pack ice where leads and polynyas are responsible 

for significant sea ice production (Buch, 2007). Finally, the pack ice is divided from the 

open ocean via the Marginal Ice Zone, where smaller fragments of ice from the pack ice 

are transported by eddies of different sizes. 
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Figure 2-6: Vertical sections of hydrography and velocity for section 8 near Daneborg 

(~75 km from coast), otherwise as Fig. 2-5 (unpublished data, Håvik, 2017, personal 

communication). 
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Figure 2-7: Satellite image (NASA Worldview, EOSDIS March 20, 2016) of the Northeast 

Greenland coast near Daneborg and Young Sound - Tyrolerfjord (74°N) with 

identification of different sea ice types in a cross-section perpendicular to the coast; (a) 

landfast ice, (b) transition zone, (c) pack ice, and (d) marginal ice zone.  
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2.3 Summary 

This chapter examines the water masses along the coast of Northeast Greenland and is 

based on recent literature. It describes the hydrography and circulation of the Arctic 

Marine System, and places the coast and shelf of East Greenland in an ocean wide 

perspective.  

The Northeast Greenland coast lies along the primary freshwater outflow shelf of the 

Arctic Ocean and receives approximately 85 % of the total yearly sea ice export out of 

the Arctic Ocean. A regional analysis of the dominant water masses and circulation in 

the Greenland Sea emphasizes the importance of the East Greenland Current System 

for the hydrographic conditions along the coast. 

The hydrography of the East Greenland Current shows a three-layer structure, with 

Polar Surface Water (cold and fresh) at the surface, Atlantic Origin Water in the middle 

(warmer and saltier), and Greenland Sea deep water at the bottom (>0°C, salty). In the 

velocity structure of the East Greenland Current, three major branches were identified: 

the outer East Greenland Current, the shelfbreak East Greenland Current, and the Polar 

Surface Water Jet.   
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3.1 Introduction 

High-Arctic fjords are characterized by large seasonal variations between summer and 

winter (Nilsen et al., 2008; Bendtsen et al., 2014; Noufal et al., 2016). In summer, the 

fjord is stratified under influence of a decreasing surface salinity due to runoff and melt 

from both sea ice and glacier ice, and warm surface temperatures due to summer 

insolation (Bendtsen et al., 2014). In winter, the upper water masses tend to be 

relatively homogeneous with near freezing temperatures and a relatively small range 

of salinities (Cottier et al., 2010). The shift in thermohaline structure from summer to 

winter is greatly impacted by formation of a sea ice cover, which suppresses local wind 

forcing, and low freshwater runoff. Other processes related to tides, fjord-shelf 

exchange and brine release from growing sea ice, therefore, become relatively more 

important dynamic drivers of circulation during the ice-covered period.  

Circulation in ice-covered fjords is important because it can regulate the thickness and 

extent of the seasonal ice cover through an upward heat flux from warmer deeper 

layers (Maykut and Untersteiner, 1971; Hannah et al., 2009; Melling et al., 2015; Kirillov 

et al., 2015). In addition, circulation during winter, e.g. related to sea ice formation and 

brine rejection, can affect the concentration of CO2 in surface waters the following 

summer, and, as a result, affect air-sea CO2 gas exchange (Rysgaard et al., 2007; Else et 

al., 2011; Parmentier et al., 2013). 
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Fjords around Greenland vary greatly with respect to fjord topography, sill depth, and 

shelf water characteristics (Mortensen et al., 2014). Many fjords are characterized by 

steep ridges and sills at the entrance (Mortensen et al., 2011). A shallow sill forms a 

natural topographic barrier, which hampers free flow of seawater between the fjord 

basin and the adjacent shelf, but also creates a zone of enhanced mixing (Drinkwater 

and Osborn, 1975; Geyer and Cannon, 1982; Mortensen et al. 2011). Temporal 

correlation between variations in salinity and velocity can result in net salt transport 

across the sill if the tide does not act as a purely standing wave, with harmonic tidal 

fluctuations that are 90° out of phase (Geyer and Nepf, 1996; Seim and Greg, 1997). 

This exchange, known as tidal pumping, will result in a salt flux into the fjord if water 

flowing through the section during flood has a higher salinity than water flowing 

through the section during ebb. Valle-Levinson et al. (2006) emphasize the importance 

of this mechanism for salt fluxes in a fjord with a very shallow sill (3 m), but the 

mechanism has the potential to impact many fjords with different topography. The 

advected water will intrude into the fjord until reaching its depth of neutral buoyancy, 

potentially renewing the basin water, and driving circulation (Edwards and Edelsten, 

1977; Gade and Edwards; 1979; Belzile et al., 2016).  

Relatively few studies have been conducted north of Sermilik (66°N) and 

Kangerdlussuaq (68°N) fjords in East Greenland (Straneo et al., 2011; Sutherland et al., 

2014; Jackson and Straneo, 2016). The Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord system, located at 

latitude 74°N, is the only fjord system in Northeast Greenland where measurements 

have been carried out on a long-term basis (since 2003) (Rysgaard and Glud, 2007). 
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Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord is, like other fjords further north towards Fram Strait, in 

contact with the cold, relatively low salinity, and mostly sea ice-covered water of the 

East Greenland Current (EGC). The EGC undergoes a pronounced seasonal cycle, 

following the melt and freeze-up cycles of sea ice on the shelf (Holfort and Hansen, 

2005). However, seasonal investigations at Northeast Greenland’s coast are few and 

are usually biased towards the summer period (Rysgaard and Glud, 2007; Bendtsen et 

al., 2014; Wilson and Straneo, 2015, Håvik et al., 2017). More research is needed to 

explore possible mechanisms controlling seasonal circulation in Northeast Greenland 

fjords, in particular during the ice-covered period. 

Here we present seasonal observations from Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord and analyze 

variations in the circulation, thermohaline structure and cross-sill exchange. The 

observational dataset is based on six oceanographic moorings deployed in the fjord 

during 2013-2014 and resolves the temporal and vertical distribution of temperature, 

salinity and velocity. The velocity record is harmonically analyzed and observations are 

investigated in relation to (i) fjord-shelf exchange, (ii) the impact of polynya activity at 

the fjord entrance, and (iii) the input of snow, sea ice meltwater and river runoff. Finally, 

cross-sill salinity transport is estimated from a high-resolution mooring located at the 

outer sill and its role in the salt balance of the fjord is investigated. 
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3.2 Physical setting 

3.2.1 Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord system 

The Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord system (74°N) consists of an outer part, Young Sound, 

and an inner part, Tyrolerfjord, which is impacted by runoff of land-terminating glaciers 

from the Greenland Ice Sheet (Fig. 3-1). The fjord has a maximum depth of 360 m and 

is about 90 km long from the mouth to the inner part of Tyrolerfjord. The basin of the 

fjord system has two sills: a shallow outer sill of ~45 m depth located at the entrance to 

the fjord and an inner sill of ~56 m located in Tyrolerfjord, about 70 km from the outer 

sill. The fjord system receives runoff from the surrounding catchment area, partly 

covered by the Greenland Ice Sheet and local glaciers. The estimated runoff, which 

peaks in July, varies between ~0.9 to 1.4 km³ yr-1 and causes surface salinities to 

decrease from ~33 to ~5 in the innermost part of the fjord system in August (Bendtsen 

et al., 2014). Tidal amplitude in Young Sound varies between about 0.8 m and 0.3 m 

from spring to neap tides and the dominating M2 and S2 components contribute with 

0.48 m and 0.18 m, respectively (Bendtsen et al., 2007). 
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Figure 3-1: Study area, station map with bathymetry (Rysgaard et al., 2003) of the Young 

Sound - Tyrolerfjord system in Greenland. Red crosses depict the location of the CTD 

stations of the May transects, yellow stars mark the August transect. Black circles mark 

the location of the landfast ice-tethered oceanographic moorings (a: YS02, b: YS03, c: 

YS04, d: YS05, e: YS06, f: YS07). Blue line near the outer sill marks the landfast-ice edge 

after opening of the coastal polynya in December 2013. Inset shows the cross-section 

of the outer sill and the placement of the ADCP and ITP (mooring YS05).  

3.2.2 Coastal water masses 

Coastal water masses outside Young Sound are associated with the East Greenland 

Current, which transports large amounts of freshwater from the Arctic Ocean via Fram 

Strait, together with locally generated meltwater from sea ice and glacial ice southward 
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along the East Greenland continental shelf (Aagaard and Carmack, 1989; Strass et al., 

1993). Surface waters consist of Polar Surface Water, characterized by low 

temperatures (<0°C) and relatively low salinities (<34.4). Interannual variability and a 

pronounced seasonal cycle especially affects the salinity of Polar Surface Water, while 

temperature undergoes only a weak seasonal cycle (Holfort and Hansen, 2005). For 

example, a mooring, deployed approximately 70 km offshore of Young Sound (74.000° 

N, 17.987° W, 18 m depth), recorded a monthly mean potential temperature and 

salinity in May 2006 of -1.74 °C and 32.98 respectively, and the corresponding values 

evolved to -1.71 °C and 31.83 in October 2006 (Holfort and Meincke, 2005; Bendtsen et 

al. 2014). Below the surface water, the East Greenland Current transports Atlantic 

Water supplied by the West Spitsbergen Current and the Atlantic layer of the Arctic 

Ocean (e.g. Aagaard and Coachman, 1968; Håvik et al. 2017). Relatively warm (0-2 °C) 

Atlantic water is found below the Polar Surface Water between 150-800 m depth 

(Rudels et al., 2002). 

3.2.3 Sea ice cover in winter 2013-2014 

The fjord is covered by land-fast sea ice during ~9 months of the year. A wind-driven 

shelf polynya is maintained during winter in the transition zone between land-fast ice 

and pack ice at the outer part of Young Sound (Fig. 3-1, and see also Pedersen et al., 

2010). In the winter of 2013-2014, freeze-up of the fjord system started around 15 

October and the ice cover was approximately 25 cm thick at the end of October (Kirillov 

et al., 2015). A northerly storm event from 18 to 25 December forced the formation of 
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a coastal polynya at the mouth of the fjord on 20 December. The landfast sea ice edge 

stabilized ~3.5 km infjord from the outer sill (Fig. 3-1). Dmitrenko et al. (2015) showed 

that the opening of the polynya was associated with inflow of cool, saline, oxygenated 

water to the fjord interior. Several northerly strong wind events maintained a coastal 

polynya until approximately 4 March after which landfast ice grew within the polynya 

area and remained stable until breakup (15 July 2014). Thickness of the stable landfast 

ice within the fjord ranged from ~ 80 cm to 153 cm in May 2014. First open water 

appeared above the outer sill around 15 June. On 15 July, landfast ice in the coastal area 

broke up and all remaining ice in the fjord was transported away. 

3.3 Data and methods 

3.3.1 Ice-tethered mooring data 

Three ice-tethered moorings were deployed through the land-fast ice in Young Sound 

between October 2013 and May 2014 to capture seasonal dynamics and the driving 

components of fjord hydrodynamics (Fig. 3-1, YS02/86 m, YS03/158 m and YS04/340 m, 

Table 1). Each mooring carried a 300 kHz downward-looking Teledyne RDI Workhorse 

Sentinel acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) measuring horizontal and vertical 

current velocities. The velocity precision and resolution of the ADCPs attained ±1 % and 

±0.5 cm s-1 respectively, while compass accuracy and resolution were ± 2° and 0.1°. 

Furthermore, six conductivity-temperature-depth sensors (CTD, Sea-Bird Electronics, 

Inc., SBE-37, accuracy temperature ±0.002 °C and conductivity ± 0.0003 S m-1) at 
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discrete depths (2, 7, 17, 47, 77 and 117 m) sampling in intervals of 10 min., were 

measuring the evolution of the thermohaline structure at mooring YS03, approximately 

9 km inward from the outer sill. The ADCPs were set to sample 39 bins, with a bin size 

of 2 m, where each 10 min. sample is made out of ensemble averages of 20 pings. The 

first/last bins were centered at 6/84 m depth. Velocity directions were corrected by 

adding magnetic deviation (-18.5°) and samples with insufficient acoustic backscatter in 

the water column were eliminated by algorithms in the RDI ADCP software. 

Dynamics and thermohaline structure at the shallow outer sill in Young Sound were 

monitored by a McLane ice tethered profiler (ITP) and a downward looking 600 kHz 

Nortek Aquadopp ADCP, which were installed in May 2014 (Fig. 3-1, YS05). Tidal 

velocities near the outer sill were measured by two additional Nortek ADCPs, one at 

each side, moored in sea ice approximately 2 km away from the outer sill (Fig. 3-1, YS06 

and YS07). These instruments were operational from 1 May 2014 until 8 June 2014. The 

ITP was equipped with an SBE 52-MP CTD (accuracy temperature ±0.002 °C and 

conductivity ± 0.0003 S m-1) and profiled the water column between ~1.5 and 35 m 

every 30 minutes. The ADCPs were set to sample 80 bins, with a bin size of 0.5 m, where 

each 5 min sample consisted of a 1 minute ensemble average of 60 pings. The first and 

last bins were centered at 1 m and 41 m depth respectively, and referenced to the ice 

undersurface as they were ice tethered. Because of a lack of scatters in the water 

column, vertical resolution, and increasing lateral separation of the sonar beams with 

distance from the transducer, only bins between 2.5 and 30 m were adequately 
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measured. The ITP record shows gaps in the deeper layers (>25 m), probably during 

periods when strong currents hampered the profiler. 

Table 3-1: Instrumental details of oceanographic moorings. 

Period Name Depth Location 
Sampling 

Interval 
Instrument type Brand 

28 Oct 

2013 –  

15 May 

2014 

YS02 86 m 
74.267°N, 

20.248°W 
10 min ADCP  RDI - 300 kHz 

YS03 158 m 
74.310°N, 

20.304°W 

10 min ADCP,  RDI - 300 kHz 

10 min 

CTD string  

(2, 7, 17, 47, 77 

and 117 m) 

SBE-37 

YS04 340 m 
74.462°N, 

21.304°W 
10 min ADCP  RDI - 300 kHz 

1 May 

2014 to  

8 Jun 

2014 

YS05 45 m 
74.238°N, 

20.188°W 

5 min ADCP  Nortek - 600 kHz 

30 min ITP with CTD 
McLane ITP with SBE 

52-MP 

YS06 93 m 
74.245°N, 

20.229°W 
5 min ADCP  Nortek - 600 kHz 

YS07 73 m 
74.233°N, 

20.133°W 
5 min ADCP  Nortek - 600 kHz 
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For analysis and visualization, the ITP- and ADCP time series from the sill location were 

aligned. ITP temperature and salinity profiles were averaged over the ADCP bins 

(average between bin limits) and obtained ADCP data were resampled as half hourly 

averages on the ITP sampling intervals (i.e. ± 15 min centered around the ITP 

observation). Residual currents in the along-fjord direction were obtained by removing 

velocity fluctuation at tidal frequencies with a Pl66 low-pass filter with a half-amplitude 

period of 33 h (Limeburner, 1985). This filter excludes all major diurnal and semidiurnal 

tidal constituents. Tidal harmonic analysis of the full available ADCP record was 

performed using the T-Tide software (Pawlowicz et al., 2002). 

3.3.2 Hydrographic and meteorological data 

Along-fjord temperature and salinity transects in May 2014 were surveyed on 

snowmobiles using a SBE-19plus CTD (Seabird Electronics, accuracy temperature: 

±0.005 °C and conductivity: ±0.0005 S m-1), which was lowered through ice holes drilled 

in the landfast ice. Survey of the complete transect spanned over three days and 

consisted of approximately 41 stations. A CTD transect (28 stations) was also conducted 

by ship between 6 August and 18 August 2013 as part of the Marin Basis Program 

(Jensen et al., 2014). Summer transect covers the same spatial domain at lower 

horizontal resolution (Fig. 3-1). Strong wind events (here defined as periods with wind 

speeds greater than 15 m s-1) were identified from hourly wind velocity and direction 

measurements from the Daneborg meteorological station (location Fig. 3-1a), which is 

maintained by the Danish Meteorological Institute. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0278434314000466#bib16
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3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Seasonal thermohaline variability 

Temperature and salinity of water masses on the shelf and inner part of the fjord system 

evolved seasonally (Fig. 3-2). In summer, the fjord water mass occupied a large range 

of temperatures and salinities, but after winter the variability in salinity and 

temperature was relatively small. On 18 August 2013, temperatures above 4 °C and 

salinities below 29 were observed in the surface layer, with the highest temperatures 

(up to 8 °C) and lowest salinities (down to 17) in the inner part of the fjord. Generally, 

temperatures were negative below 30 m in the fjord basin, with a minimum 

temperature of ~-1.6 °C in the depth range of 200-330 m. Below 30 m, salinities 

increased from ~31.0 to 32.2 at 120 m and then increased further with depth, reaching 

a maximum of 33.1 in the deepest part of Young Sound. Warmer coastal water masses 

were found on the seaside of the outer sill with temperatures > 0 °C below 180 m and 

a temperature range of ~-1.6 °C and 0 °C. Salinities increased with depth from 32.0 at 

sill depth to 34.5 at 200 m. We note that the summer temperature profiles indicated 

mixing of warm and fresh surface water in the sill regions down to 100 m. 

The CTD transects from 10-12 May 2014 and 16-19 May 2014 showed a weakly 

stratified water column in the upper 150 m (Fig. 3-2cd). Here, temperatures were just 

0.03 – 0.06 °C above the in situ freezing point (~-1.75 °C) over the range of observed 

salinities (32.25 - 32.50). Comparison between profiles from August 2013 and from May 
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2014 showed that salinity and temperature changes since the previous summer below 

150 m in Young Sound were very low (Fig. 3-2). Mean temperature and salinity for the 

combined datasets below 150 m reached -1.61 ± 0.02°C and 32.8± 0.2, respectively. On 

the seaside of the outer sill, water masses in May were generally colder than in August 

but covered a similar salinity range. 

Around 16 May, water masses with relatively low salinity and higher temperature 

appear at the outer sill (Fig. 3-2e-h) and therefore, we define this date as the start of 

spring. Two transects were measured between 16 May – 28 May and showed a slight 

decrease in salinity and rise in temperature over the outer sill during this period. We 

note that the stations at the outer sill on 16 May (Fig. 3-2ef) were occupied during flood 

(30 min interval between stations), while the stations of the 26 May transect were 

occupied during ebb tide (Fig. 3-2gh). This difference likely plays a role in the location 

of water masses above the sill in the two transects. 

3.4.2 Seasonal circulation 

Circulation in the ice-covered fjord was generally characterized by a two-layer 

circulation mode with outflow in the upper layer and inflow below. However, 

observations from the moorings also showed large short-term spatial and temporal 

variability (Fig. 3-3). Between October 2013 and 20 December, mooring YS02, which 

was located about 2 km from the outer sill (Fig. 3-3a), recorded a weak (<5 cm s-1) 

outflow in the upper 10 m and strong inflow with velocities as high as 12 cm s-1 between 

15-45 m. Around 20 December 2013, a change in the circulation regime occurred at this 
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location and deep inflow was observed to take place at increasing depths in the water 

column (Fig. 3-3a). At that time, inflow with current velocities less than 5 cm s-1 was 

observed below 45 m, with, at times, a relatively strong outflowing current above 45 m 

(maximum of 10 cm s-1). Furthermore, in early February large inflow events occurred 

with inflowing currents over the complete water column and current velocities up to 

7.5 cm s-1. The regime shift and large inflow events were linked to openings of the 

polynya in the mouth of the Young Sound fjord (Dmitrenko et al., 2015). 

The renewal depth of intruding waters, which equals its depth of neutral buoyancy, 

varied significantly over the ice-covered season (see YS03, Fig. 3-3b). From October 

2013 to January 2014 the renewal depth increased gradually from 10 m to 50 m. This 

period was followed by large inflow events in the beginning of February, of which some 

covered the complete water column. Finally, a relative calm period occurred from mid-

February to April 2014, when the lower current was evolved and deepened to ~60 m 

(Fig. 3-3b). A similar evolution of the circulation was recorded at mooring YS04 in the 

inner part of the fjord (Fig. 3-3c). This change in renewal depth coincided with a cooling 

and an increase in salinity with increasing depths (Fig. 3-4). The CTD-mooring at YS03, 

about 9 km from the outer sill, recorded that the largest salinity and temperature 

changes before 20 December mainly occurred in the upper 47 m. After 20 December, 

the deeper layers (i.e. at 47 m, 77 m and 117 m) showed an increase in salinity (the 

salinity at 47 m increased from 31.8 to 32.3) and some decrease in temperature (from 

-1.54 to -1.75 °C at 117 m). 
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Figure 3-2: Along-fjord transect of temperature (left column) and salinity (right 

column) taken on (a-b) 18 August 2013, (c-d) 10-12 May, (e-f) 16-19 May and (g-h) 26-

28 May 2014. Black triangles on the top identify positions of the CTD stations, distance 

marked from outermost offshore station. 

During the period between 20 December and 4 March, when the polynya was observed 

offshore of Young Sound, circulation in the fjord was able to lift summer-heated water 

to surface layers in the inner part of Young Sound, observed as an increase in surface 
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temperature at the YS03 mooring (Fig. 3-4) (this event has been further analyzed in 

Kirillov et al., 2015). Between 21 November and 20 December, all temperatures were 

below -1.5 °C and after 20 December, temperatures at 2 m and 7 m increased to a 

maximum ~-1.1 °C. Furthermore, observations by the ADCP mooring showed that 

polynya openings slightly preceded events with intensified outflow (maximum current 

magnitudes of 15 cm s-1) and a temporary deepening of the circulation cell in the fjord 

(Fig. 3-3). 

The along-fjord transects recorded the appearance of fresher and relatively warmer 

water at the sill around 16 May (Fig. 3-2e-h). Around that period, mooring YS02 

measured inward directed currents in the upper 20-30 m and outflow below (Fig. 3-3); 

only about 10 days later a similar pattern was measured at YS03 (Fig. 3-3b). After 16 

May, residual current magnitudes attained up to 10 cm s-1 at YS02 and were <5 cm s-1 

at YS03. At mooring YS04, residual current magnitudes were close to zero. 
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Figure 3-3: Depth time plot and zero contour line of the residual current (m s-1) along 

the fjord axis and positive toward the inner fjord as calculated with low-pass filter pl66 

(Limeburner et al., 1985) from ADCP data at mooring (a) YS02-13, (b) YS03-13 and (c) 

YS04-13. Black triangles indicate strong wind events with winds exceeding 15 m s-1, 

and vertical black lines bound the circulation periods. 
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Figure 3-4: Change in hydrography of the outer Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord from fall to 

spring: The smoothed time series of (a) salinity and (b) potential temperature at 

discrete depths (2, 7, 17, 47, 77 and 117 m) at mooring YS03. Dashed lines indicate 

strong wind events (>15 m s-1), grey areas mark the different time periods.  

3.4.3 Tidal analysis 

In general, the velocity data showed relatively high tidal velocities over the sill and a 

decrease of velocities with distance from the outer sill into the fjord basin. The tidal 

signal of currents was determined for each location from the ADCP record at 20 m 

depth. Over the outer sill, predicted variability (35 constituents, 37.64 days) accounted 

for 82.1% of the variability of the original dataset. The signal was dominated by the M2 
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lunar semidiurnal constituent. At the offshore mooring (YS07), positioned 2 km offshore 

from the outer sill, the M2 component measured 12 cm s-1. At the outer sill, the M2 

velocity component attained ~26 cm s-1 (Table 2), while the maximum measured 

velocity reached ~50 cm s-1. From the outer sill towards the inner fjord the M2-value 

decreased from 9.6 cm s-1 at the fjord side of the sill (YS06) to 5.7 cm s-1 at YS02, 3.3 cm 

s-1 at YS03 and 1.0 cm s-1 at YS04. The semidiurnal S2 was the second largest constituent 

corresponding to about a third of the M2 magnitude at each site. 

The M2 tidal currents at the moorings around the outer sill (YS05, YS06 and YS07) 

showed that the minor axes of the current ellipses were small and that inclinations for 

all constituents were similar (Table 2). The ADCP located above the outer sill recorded 

that tidal velocities did not change considerably with depth: the average M2 amplitude 

reached 25.8 cm s-1 with a standard deviation of 1.8 cm s-1 for depth bins between 2 

and 25 m depth. In May 2014, calculated residual currents over the outer sill were 

relatively small (<2 cm s-1) compared to tidal velocities in the area, and were mostly 

directed infjord, which suggests that the cross-sectional residual currents were not 

uniform. Tidal excursion at the sill varies between ~5.0 km and ~2.6 km during spring- 

and neap-tides respectively. 
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Table 3-2: Primary diurnal and semidiurnal components based on the measured tidal 

currents at 20 m depth at the three locations close to the outer sill (YS05, YS06, and 

YS07) and long-term mooring locations (YS02, YS03, YS04). 

Tidal constituent 
Major Axis,  

cm s-1 (err) 

Minor Axis,  

cm s-1 (err) 

Inclination Major axis, 

deg. N (err) 

Phase, 

deg (err) 

YS07 Sea side sill; Depth: 73 m; Distance sill: 2 km 

M2 12.4 (0.5) -1.8 (0.4) 282.6 (1.6) 270.1 (2.6) 

S2 4.2 (0.5) 0.3 (0.4) 291.3 (5.6) 305.7 (7.8) 

YS05 Sill; Depth: 45 m 

M2 26.6 (0.5) -5.6 (0.6) 290.4 (1.4) 271.0 (1.2) 

S2 9.0 (0.5) -1.8 (0.6) 288.2 (4.1) 312.4 (3.2) 

YS06 Fjord side sill; Depth: 93 m; Distance sill: 2 km 

M2 9.6 (0.7) -1.5 (0.7) 309.5 (3.9) 274.7 (4.2) 

S2 2.6 (0.6) -0.3 (0.6) 301.0 (15.9) 325.4 (14.9) 

YS02 Depth: 86 m; Distance sill: ~3 km 

M2 5.7 (0.5) -0.8 (0.4) 342.0 (4.5) 271.4 (5.2) 

S2 2.5 (0.5) -0.5 (0.5) 347.5 (10.5) 317.3 (13.2) 
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YS03 Depth: 158 m; Distance sill: ~9 km 

M2 3.3 (0.2) -0.1 (0.2) 352.6 (4.3) 268.6 (3.1) 

S2 1.4 (0.2) -0.1 (0.3) 348.1 (8.5) 315.8 (7.7) 

YS04 Depth: 340 m; Distance sill: ~47 km 

M2 1.0 (0.2) 0.0 (0.1) 75.9 (5.2) 264.5 (10.0) 

S2 0.4 (0.2) 0.0 (0.1) 79.5 (12.6) 304.4 (24.0) 

 

3.4.4 Cross sill exchange 

Exchange over the outer sill at the entrance of Young Sound was monitored from 1 May 

2014 until 8 June 2014 by the ice tethered ADCP and CTD profiler (Fig. 3-1, YS05). During 

this period, maximum depth-averaged (3-30 m) semidiurnal tidal currents over the sill 

attained more than 40 cm s-1 during spring tide and approximately 10 cm s-1 during 

neap tides (Fig. 3-5a). 

The ice-tethered CTD profile data showed a distinct change in temperature and salinity 

characteristics of the upper 36 m of the water column at the outer sill on 16 May. The 

first period of the record (prior to 16 May) was characterized by small temperature 

differences and salinities ranging between 32.20 and 32.51 in the 3-36 m depth interval 

(Fig. 3-5). During the second period (after 16 May), low-salinity and warmer water was 

recorded over the outer sill (salinities between 30.63 and 32.56, maximum temperature 
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of -1.40 °C, 3-36 m). The CTD data showed a tidal (semidiurnal) periodicity of salinity, 

with higher salinities during flood than during ebb tides (Fig. 3-5bc). In addition, the 

data showed that spring tides were associated with higher salinities and lower 

temperatures compared to neap tides (Fig. 3-5bc). A plot of the measured salinities 

versus tidal phase confirmed that on average, higher salinities were observed during 

flood compared to ebb tides (Fig. 3-6). For the first period, between 1 May and 16 May 

(total of 28 salinity profiles), difference in salinity between ebb and flood was higher for 

the deeper bins (20-30 m and 30-40 m) than for the bins at the surface (1-10 m and 10-

20 m). Highest salinities were measured in the hours before maximal flood, when 

acceleration of the flood flow was maximal. The corresponding temperature differences 

were negligible, i.e. temperatures were around -1.76 °C during both ebb and flood 

phases, which indicated the near freezing state of the water column. 
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Figure 3-5: Time series of (a) depth-averaged current velocity (3-30 m, m s-1) directed 

across the sill, positive towards the fjord interior , (b) temperature (°C) and (c) salinity 

profiles above the sill (location: YS05). 
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Figure 3-6: (a) Salinity and (b) temperature above the sill versus tidal phase, for the 

period of 1 May until 15 May 2014, as measured over the outer sill at mooring YS05. 

Colors depict the depth of the measurements. (c) Volume exchange versus tidal phase. 

Volume exchange measurements are based on M2 and S2 harmonic components of 

the depth-averaged velocity measured at mooring YS05, positive towards the fjord 

interior. 
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3.5 Discussion 

3.5.1 Circulation dynamics and environmental factors 

The CTD-transect from August 2013 (Fig. 3-2ab) showed that fjord water masses had a 

relatively large range of salinities (17.0 to 34.4) and temperatures (-1.6 to 8.0 °C) in the 

summer period (Fig. 3-2ab). The relatively strong stratification persisted until freeze-up 

of the fjord in the end of October (Fig. 3-4). Between October 2013 and May 2014, there 

were no indications of deep-reaching convection. A mixed layer with uniform salinity 

and temperature was measured throughout this period at 2 m and 7 m depth (Fig. 3-4). 

This limited surface mixed layer suggests that brine release from local land-fast sea ice 

formation had a minor impact on the change of the thermohaline structure of the 

fjord’s basin water. 

At the outer sill, local surface water was mixed with water masses from the coast, which 

were advected over the sill and into the fjord. Right after freeze-up, the freshwater 

content of the fjord was relatively high and the mixture of coastal water and local 

surface water only caused renewal at intermediate depths close to the outer sill. This 

changed abruptly around 20 December and occurred slightly after the opening of the 

polynya at the entrance of Young Sound (Dmitrenko et al., 2015). At this time, a mixture 

of coastal water and local surface water renewed the upper basin water close to the 

outer sill (Fig. 3-3a). The opening of the polynya led to intense sea ice formation, and 

the associated brine release was able to increase the cross-sill salinity gradient and 
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impact fjord circulation (Dmitrenko et al., 2015). At times, the inflow that followed the 

opening of the polynya occupied the complete water column, as seen during the large 

inflow events in early February. Similar circulation shifts in fjords have been linked to 

salinity increases in the offshore water due to seasonal density variations in coastal 

water masses (e.g. Belzile et al., 2016).  

The time series of residual currents showed that during the ice-covered period, the 

depth of the circulation cell increased with time (Fig. 3-3b). From 27 October 2013 to 

16 May 2014, the depth of zero residual currents, indicated by the iso-lines in Fig. 3-3a-

c, increased from about 20 m to 47 m (Fig. 3-3a-c). This shows that partial basin renewal 

of the fjord was a relatively slow process that modified the fjord water masses on a 

seasonal timescale. This slow renewal of basin waters in Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord is in 

contrast to some other fjords in Greenland, e.g. the Sermilik Fjord (Jackson et al., 2014), 

a fjord without a shallow sill, where fast renewal events, within a timescale of three to 

ten days, have been observed. 

The appearance of warmer and low-salinity water at the sill during onset of spring (Fig. 

3-2ef, Fig. 3-5) marks another shift in the circulation regime. The freshwater source may 

have been sea ice and snow meltwater from inside the fjord itself or meltwater from 

offshore, because no significant river discharge from major rivers was recorded during 

this period (Zackenberg Basis monitoring program). Tidally generated turbulence on the 

lee side (fjord side) of the sill is potentially able to mix water with low salinity deeper 

into the water column close to the sill. In other areas of the fjord, where the ice cover 

prevented wind mixing, the water column remained stratified with meltwater in a 
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shallow surface layer on top of the cold saline winter water. Downward mixing of low-

saline surface water at the sill, thereby, impacted fjord stratification and circulation. 

3.5.2 Temporal changes in fjord circulation pattern 

Based on the described variations in cross sill salinity gradient, polynya activity at the 

fjord mouth, and input of fresh water, four distinct circulation patterns and periods can 

be identified. The general circulation patterns, based on the averaged residual currents, 

are shown in Fig. 3-7. 

The first period (27 October to 20 December 2013), covers the dates between the 

installation of the moorings and the opening of the coastal polynya. This period 

coincides with the freeze-up of the fjord, when ice thickness increased from about 15 

cm to 70 cm near mooring YS04, above the deepest part of the fjord (Kirillov et al., 

2015). During this period, freshwater input to the fjord was negligible. However, both 

the freshwater content of the upper part of the water column in the fjord and the cross-

sill salinity gradient were relatively large. Inflow of cold and saline coastal water drove 

the renewal of water at intermediate depths (i.e. between the surface layer (10 m) and 

the sill (45 m)) close to the sill (YS02) with maximum average residual velocities of 4.1 ± 

3.2 cm s-1 (Fig. 3-7b), while farther inward (mooring YS03 and YS04) the inflow induced 

renewal in the upper part of the water column (below 20 m) with maximum average 

residual velocities of 1.8 ± 1.4 cm s-1. 

The transition to the second period (21 December 2013 to 4 March 2014) was linked to 

the opening of the polynya at the entrance of Young Sound. The polynya was 
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maintained by strong wind events throughout this period (Dmitrenko et al., 2015). 

Renewal of the upper basin water occurred closer to the sill (Fig. 3-7b, Fig. 3-7c). 

Recurring polynya events intensified circulation with average residual outflow velocities 

of up to 6.8 ± 3.1 cm s-1 above 37 m and average residual inflow velocities up to 3.8 ± 

2.1 cm s-1 below this depth (Fig. 3-7c).  

The third period (5 March to 16 May 2014) marked a time when the salinity content of 

the fjord increased without polynya activity (Fig. 3-4). The two-layer circulation mode 

was maintained during this period with relatively weak average residual velocities (~3 

cm s-1) both in the outflow above 47 m and in the inflow below (Fig. 3-7d). The cross-sill 

salinity gradient was relatively low during this period. 

The fourth period (starting 16 May) was marked by the appearance of fresher and 

warmer water over the outer sill (Fig. 3-3, Fig. 3-4). During this period, average residual 

velocities reversed direction in the outer fjord (YS02-YS03), with inflow above 30 m and 

outflow below. At YS02, the average residual inflow velocities attained 6.6 ± 1.8 cm s-1 

(Fig. 3-7e). In the inner fjord (YS04), average residual velocities were small (< 0.5 cm s-

1). The cross-sill salinity gradient stayed relatively low at the start of this period, but we 

speculate they may have increased as more meltwater became available (after the 

period of record). 

3.5.3 Link between sea ice cover and circulation 

The general circulation pattern during the ice-covered period in the fjord was 

characterized by a two-layer circulation (Fig. 3-7). Kirillov et al. (2015) showed that 
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relatively warm summer heated water from the fjord basin was transported upwards 

and brought in contact with the sea ice, where it impacted local sea ice growth. 

Particularly after 20 December, water temperatures at 2 m increased from -1.7 °C to -

1.1 °C (Fig. 3-4b) and associated heat transport impacted the ice growth near mooring 

YS04 (Kirillov et al., 2015). Further insight into the circulation pattern of the fjord, 

obtained in this study, reveals that heat loss due to melting of sea ice cooled the 

summer heated water transported in the upper layers towards the outer sill (Fig. 3-7), 

and therefore the summer heated water had less impact on sea ice growth at the mouth 

of the fjord than in the inner fjord. Consequently, the along fjord transect of sea ice 

thickness showed thinner ice in the inner fjord (~ 30 - 55 km from the outer sill) 

compared to the mouth of the fjord (~0 - 30 km from the outer sill) (Fig. 3-7a). Melling 

et al. (2015) reported that this pattern of variation, with ice thicker at the fjord’s mouth 

than at its head, also characterized many sill fjords in the Canadian Arctic. Hence, we 

can speculate that similar circulation patterns as measured and described during the 

2013-2014 winter season for the Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord may occur in other ice-

covered fjords with shallow sills distributed around the Arctic. 

3.5.4 Cross-sill salt fluxes 

Circulation in the ice-covered fjord was driven by intrusions of dense water, transported 

over the outer sill and into the fjord interior. Observations at the outer sill indicated 

that dense water input across the sill may be partially explained by tidal pumping. Tidal 

pumping occurs when co-variation of salinity and velocity during a tidal period results 
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in a net salt transport (Dyer, 1997) (Fig. 3-6). Tidal pumping over the sill can be driven 

by both aspiration, a process where acceleration of the flow draws water from beneath 

the sill depth up and across the sill (Seim and Gregg, 1997), and tidal excursion in 

presence of a horizontal salinity gradient. The ITP dataset shows that highest salinities 

tend to occur when acceleration of the flood flow is maximal (between slack and 

maximum flood velocities) (Fig. 3-6). Furthermore, the density at ~70 m on the sea side 

of the sill (density= 1026.2 kg m-³, Fig. 3-3a, profile 46) corresponds to the maximal 

density observed by the ITP over the sill (1026.2 kg m-³). These observations suggest 

that aspiration of coastal water from below sill depth might be one of the sources of 

dense water advected to the fjord by tidal pumping. 

To quantify the potential contribution of tidal pumping to the salt transport into the 

fjord over a neap-spring tidal period we evaluated the salt balance of the fjord. We 

separated the flux through the cross-section into an advective flux and a pumping flux, 

similar to Geyer et al. (2001), Scully and Friederichs (2007) and Becherer et al. (2016). 

The advective flux is driven by the residual tidally averaged velocity, while the pumping 

flux is driven by deviations from the tidally averaged value. The pumping flux can be 

further decomposed in a tidal pumping term, driven by the harmonic tidal variation and 

a residual pumping term, driven by, for example, short period variations in velocity and 

salinity due to turbulence. 

During the ice-covered period, freshwater input to the fjord was negligible and 

measured residual currents at station YS05 were low (<2 cm s-1), therefore, the 

advective salinity flux is expected to be small. In addition, we note that although 
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temporal coverage of our records is quite comprehensive, the spatial coverage of our 

mooring data across the width of the fjord at the sill is rather limited. The 

measurements suggest the residual flow is not uniform across the sill, therefore our 

measurements at the sill, with only one station, do not suffice to reliably estimate the 

advective flux due to residual flow. 

In contrast to residual flow, tidal flow over the sill is assessed to be fairly uniform, as 

the cross section at the outer sill is relatively deep (45 m) and wide (~5 km). The dataset 

thus enables us to focus on the cross-sectional averaged tidal pumping. We estimate 

the salt flux due to tidal pumping by multiplying the cross-sectional area (A) with the 

cross-sectional averaged salinity (Sav) and the tidal component of cross-sectional 

averaged velocity (Uav) for every time step of our record (Equation 1). 

𝐹𝑇 = ∫ 𝐴 𝑆𝑎𝑣(𝑡) 𝑈𝑎𝑣(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
𝑡

0
     (1) 
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Figure 3-7: (a) Along fjord transect of snow and sea ice thickness measured on 16-19 

May 2014, (b-e) Black arrows on the left panes give a schematic of the circulation 

patterns. Light blue circular arrows indicate the outer sill mixing zone. Right panes, show 

average profiles of measured residual currents (blue: outflow, red: inflow) with 

indication of standard deviation (dashed lines) of the (b) first, (c) second, (d) third and 

(e) fourth circulation period. Dashed lines mark depth of circulation cell at mooring 

YS03. Light blue lines indicate the ice cover, while darker blue lines indicate melt water.  
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In our calculations, we assume that lateral and vertical cross-sectional variation of tidal 

currents and salinity over the sill are small. The tidal component of the depth-averaged 

velocities is calculated from the ADCP bins covering 3 – 30 m and harmonically 

reconstructed with the two major components, M2 and S2. The sum of M2 and S2 

amplitudes equals 80 % of the total sum of the four major tidal constituents (M2, S2, 

N2, K1) of the depth-averaged velocity. The cross-sectional averaged salinity is 

estimated from the depth-averaged salinity from the full ITP record (1 m resolution). 

When data is missing in deep parts of the profile, the profiles are extrapolated to 40 m 

with the data of the deepest measured data point. The cross-sectional area over the sill 

was determined from bathymetric data of Rysgaard et al. (2003) and attains 1.021 x 105 

m² (0-45 m). Finally, the total salt transport through the cross-section (FT) is evaluated 

after every tidal cycle when the cumulative volume exchange over the cross-section 

attains zero. 

The main source of uncertainty in our calculations is the incomplete coverage of the 

water column and the cross-section, and the extrapolation of the salinity profiles. These 

types of errors and uncertainty are inherent to studies of salt balances on a temporal 

scale, as a compromise has to be made on the allocation of the available resources 

(Jackson and Straneo, 2016). For the tidal cross-section averaged transport, we did not 

sample the lowest parts and only record velocities above the deep channel of the cross-

section. Measured tidal velocities are thus assumed to be representative for the cross-

sectional averaged velocities over the sill. Both shear effects and rotational effects are 

expected to have minor influence on the final volume exchange estimates. For the 
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cross-section averaged salinity, we extrapolate the salinity profiles and assume that the 

depth-averaged salinities are representative for the complete cross-section, thereby 

neglecting cross-fjord variability. The measurements at the sill show that stratification 

is very low and that the baroclinic deformation radius (~3 km in the end of May) is 

comparable to the fjord width (~5 km). Therefore, we can assume that horizontal 

gradients across the width of the fjord, due to the Coriolis force, are relatively small. 

The extrapolation of the salinity profiles from the deepest measured data points results 

in an underestimate of the difference in depth-averaged salinity between ebb and flood 

tides. This may be stated because the ITP dataset (Fig. 3-6) shows that higher 

differences in salinity between ebb and flood tides tend to occur at greater depths. As 

the gaps in the salinity data mainly occur at depth, the depth-averaged salinities are 

expected to underestimate the difference in depth-averaged salinity between ebb and 

flood tides. This will lead to a conservative estimation of the contribution of tidal 

pumping to the salt flux.  

The calculated salinity increase of the Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord by tidal pumping for a 

neap-spring period (2 May to 14 May 2014) is shown in Fig. 3-8. Salt input to the fjord 

interior over this period is estimated at approximately 1.6 x 108 kg salt (~145 kg s-1) (Fig. 

3-8c). Dmitrenko et al. (2015) showed that from fall to spring the volume above 150 m 

of the fjord basin was ventilated, which corresponds to a volume of approximately 22.2 

x 109 m³ (cf. volumetric data of the fjord in Rysgaard et al., 2003). The estimated 

increase of salinity over a spring neap tidal cycle of this ventilated volume then attains 

~0.007.  
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Figure 3-8: (a) Depth-averaged salinity from ITP record over the outer sill (b) Cumulative 

volume exchange over the sill based on the harmonic (M2, S2) analysis of the depth-

averaged velocity (3-30 m) over the outer sill. (c) Accumulated salt flux through the 

cross-section at the outer sill, positive towards the fjord interior. 

In order to estimate the seasonal change of the contribution of tidal pumping to salt 

flux, we note that changes of the magnitude of the salinity gradient between surface 

water masses in the fjord and on the shelf, will impact the magnitude of the salt 

exchange. An increase (decrease) in the horizontal salinity gradient will increase 

(decrease) the magnitude of tidal pumping. The horizontal salinity gradient is expected 

to change seasonally with maximal gradients during the ice-free summer and minimal 

gradients at the end of winter. This is confirmed by our CTD data, as the salinity gradient 
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(difference in depth average salinity 0-45 m between stations inside and outside the 

fjord) changes from ~0.50 in August 2013 (station 54 and 45, Fig. 3-2b) to ~0.12 in May 

2014 (station 108 and 96, Fig. 3-2f). Furthermore, calculation of the volume averaged 

salinity, based on CTD profiles from 18 August 2013 (station 45) and 10 May 2014 

(station 51) near mooring YS03 and fjord bathymetry data from Rysgaard et al. (2003), 

show that the volume averaged salinity of the fjord (0-150 m) changes from 31.18 in 

August to 32.28 in May. The seasonal change (August-May) of volume averaged salinity 

of the fjord is thus estimated at ~1.10 over ~9 months, which equals to ~1032 kg s-1. 

The contribution of tidal pumping to the salinity change of the fjord will depend on the 

evolution of the fjord-shelf salinity gradient over the ice-covered period. No record of 

the fjord-shelf salinity gradient is available, but if it is assumed that salinity increase due 

to tidal pumping is linearly proportional to the fjord-shelf salinity gradient, and that the 

salinity gradient varies seasonally between ~0.12 and ~0.50, then salt flux due to tidal 

pumping is estimated to range between ~145 kg s-1 and ~603 kg s-1. These bounds imply 

that tidal pumping can contribute between 14% and 58% of the total seasonal salinity 

change of the fjord (August –May). Tidal pumping may thus be regarded as a major 

contributor to the salt balance of the fjord. 
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3.6 Conclusions 

The seasonally complex and spatially variable hydrodynamics of a high Arctic fjord are 

analyzed based on hydrographic transects and ice tethered moorings in the period 2013 

- 2014. In summer, the fjord water masses were characterized by a relatively large range 

of salinities (17 – 33.4) and temperatures (-1.6 °C - 8 °C), while in winter, the water 

column was weakly stratified with near freezing temperatures (~-1.75 °C) and a small 

range of salinity (32.25 - 32.50). Initial ice formation during freeze-up only affected the 

surface layers and no deep convection was observed in the fjord. The velocity data 

indicated relatively high tidal velocities over the sill (up to 40 cm s-1), and gradually 

decreasing tidal velocities from the outer sill into the fjord basin (~2 cm s-1). The fjord 

circulation was characterized by a two-layer circulation that deepened and renewed 

water up to ~150 m depth during winter. Observations showed that renewal depth, 

circulation intensity and direction of the flow were impacted by changes in the coastal 

water masses and driven by input of meltwater and polynya activity near the fjord’s 

mouth. The fjord circulation brings relatively warm water in contact with sea ice (Kirillov 

et al., 2015), a process that might explain ice thickness patterns in many fjords with 

shallow sills around the Arctic, where similar circulation patterns occur. The evaluation 

of the cross-sill salt flux shows that salt flux due to tidal pumping attains 145 kg s-1 in 

May. This value represents a salinity increase of 0.007 of the fjord basin (0-150 m) over 

a spring-neap tidal cycle. Increase of the cross-sill salinity gradient to the observed 

summer value may increase this salt flux to ~603 kg s-1. Extrapolation of these values 
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over the ice-covered period suggests that tidal pumping is a major contributor to the 

salt balance of the fjord. 
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4.1 Introduction 

The freshwater content of the Arctic Ocean has increased in recent years in response to 

climate change (Haine et al., 2015; McPhee et al., 2009; Proshutinsky et al., 2009; Rabe 

et al., 2011). Alterations of freshwater export from the Arctic Ocean to the subarctic 

Nordic Seas have the potential to influence surface salinities and impact the rate of 

dense water formation (Dukhovskoy et al., 2016), with implications for the strength of 

the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (e.g. Jahn & Holland, 2013; Rahmstorf et 

al., 2015), which is a major regulator of the world’s climate (Vellinga & Wood, 2002). 

Recent increases in freshwater fluxes from Arctic glaciers (e.g. Bamber et al., 2012) and 

general freshening of the coastal domain may also impact Arctic fjords, where 

freshening can lead to weakened vertical mixing and, subsequently, slow or stop the 

renewal of bottom water. In extreme cases this could lead to hypoxic or anoxic 

conditions (Farmer & Freeland, 1983) and ultimately alter the fjord’s ecosystem 

functioning (Diaz & Rosenberg, 2008; Pakhomova et al., 2014).  

A vulnerable location to effects of freshening is the Northeast coast of Greenland, 

where recent evidence from summertime measurements showed local and regional 

freshening (Sejr et al., 2017). Northeast Greenland’s coastal waters receive freshwater 

from major outlet glaciers such as the Nioghalvfjerdsbrae (79° N), Zachariae Isstrøm and 

Storstrømmen glaciers, which connect more than 16 % of the Greenland Ice Sheet to 

the coastal water (Khan et al., 2014) and discharge large amounts of freshwater into the 

coastal domain. The freshwater export from the Arctic Ocean via Fram Strait forms 
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another source of low density water for the region. Liquid and solid freshwater export 

via Fram Strait attain approximately 4000 km3 y−1 (2000-2010 average, de Steur et al., 

2014; Haine et al., 2015) and is transported south via the East Greenland Current along 

the east coast of Greenland (Håvik et al., 2017; Rudels, 2002). 

The timing and duration of freshening events cannot be resolved consistently in 

summertime campaigns; freshening events really can only be resolved through long-

term moored monitoring, which provides the temporal resolution necessary to detect 

subtle shifts in the regional background salinity and to reveal interannual differences in 

freshening rates. This information is critical to aid in projections of future conditions, 

asses impacts on ecosystems and to help identification of the drivers of coastal 

freshening. Despite their importance, few long-term, continuous hydrographic datasets 

have been collected along the coast of Greenland, due to the costs and logistical 

constraints encountered when operating in such a harsh, remote environment (Straneo 

et al., 2016). This is especially the case in Northeast Greenland where studies have 

mostly been limited to summer (Håvik et al., 2017; Rysgaard & Glud, 2007; Sejr et al., 

2017; Wilson & Straneo, 2015). In this study, we present the first long-term (13-year), 

continuous moored time series of temperature and salinity of Young Sound-

Tyrolerfjord.  
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4.2 Data and Methods 

4.2.1 Study Area 

Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord, is a high latitude (74° N) fjord system in Northeast Greenland 

that is approximately 90 km long, 2 - 7 km wide, up to 360 m deep, and covers an area 

of 390 km2 (Fig. 4-1a; Rysgaard et al., 2003).The fjord hydrography undergoes a 

significant seasonal transition, from water masses with a relatively large range of 

salinities (17 - 33.4) and temperatures (-1.6 C to 8 °C) in summer, to a weakly stratified 

water column with near freezing temperatures (~-1.75 °C) and a small range of salinity 

(32.25 - 32.50) in winter (Fig. 4-2 in Boone et al., 2017). Tides are dominated by the 

semidiurnal lunar constituent (M2) and the tidal range varies between 0.8 m and 1.5 m 

(Rysgaard et al., 2003). Freshwater from the Greenland Ice Sheet and local glaciers 

enters the fjord through rivers and streams. Total annual river runoff to the fjord system 

varies between 0.63 and 1.57 km³ y-1 (Mernild et al., 2007). Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord 

is covered by land-fast sea ice from mid-October to mid-July. A wind-driven shelf 

polynya has been observed in the adjacent coastal water during the ice-covered period, 

though it varies in occurrence, location, and size (Pedersen et al., 2010). 

A shallow (~45 m depth) outer sill limits exchange between the fjord and the coast to 

the upper layer which consists mainly of cold (<0 °C, except in the surface during 

summer) and relatively fresh (<34.4) Polar Surface Water (Rudels, 2002). Following 

Farmer and Freeland (1983), we divide the fjord water column into a surface layer 
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(upper 10 m), intermediate layer (from 10 m to sill depth), and the basin water (below 

sill depth). We further divide the latter into the upper basin water (sill depth - 150 m) 

and lower basin water (150 m - 360 m; Fig. 4-1b), which holds the bottom water (>200 

m). 

 

Figure 4-1: (a) Map of Young Sound - Tyrolerfjord in Northeast Greenland showing the 

stations and bathymetry (color contours) (Rysgaard et al., 2003). White areas in (a) 

depict land, and grey areas denote the shelf and coastal waters. The black square shows 

the location of the oceanographic mooring mZERO. Yellow crosses depict the location 

of CTD stations covering the lower basin and red crosses indicate the stations offshore 

of the outer sill. (b) Bathymetry of the fjord from the coast to the inner parts of the 

fjord, with the mZERO mooring, outer sill, inner sill and different fjord layers indicated. 
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4.2.2 Mooring and CTD data 

The Greenland Ecosystem Monitoring Program has maintained a mooring in Young 

Sound -Tyrolerfjord, approximately 15 km from the outer sill (74.322° N, 20.269° W, Fig. 

4-1). This mooring, referred to as mZERO (Fig. 4-1), has been serviced, calibrated and 

re-deployed every August from 2003 to 2015. mZERO was equipped with a CTD (Sea-

Bird SBE37SMP) located in the upper basin layer (Fig. 4-1). The mean sensor depth was 

~ 63 m depth (+/- 2.7 m; range: 69 m (2008-2009) - 62 m (2009-2010; 2012-2013)). The 

CTD sampling interval varied between 15 and 20 min (2003-2009) to 10 min (2009-

2015). Data gaps exist due to mooring malfunction, or when redeployment was 

hampered by ice conditions. Accuracy of the temperature and conductivity sensor is 

±0.002 °C and ± 0.0003 S m-1, respectively. The mooring data resolve the variability of 

fjord hydrography over a wide range of time scales, from hourly to interannual. In this 

paper, we focus on interannual variability of the freshening, but note that higher 

frequency variability is also present, and will be examined in a separate paper. 

Additionally, the Greenland Ecosystem Monitoring Program conducted CTD transect 

surveys in Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord from 2004-2014 during August using a SBE-19plus 

CTD (Sea-Bird Electronics, accuracy temperature: ±0.005 °C and conductivity: ± 0.0005 

S m-1). Salinity and temperature data from stations sampled in the lower basin water 

below 200 m and stations offshore from the outer sill were used to investigate the 

renewal cycle of bottom water (Fig. 4-1). 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Temperature and salinity of the upper basin layer in 2003-

2015 

The CTD transects between 2004 and 2014 demonstrates that salinity changes at 

mooring mZero, maintained at ~63 m in Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord, are representative 

for salinity changes in the fjord’s complete upper basin water (45-150 m depth range, 

Text S1). The time series of salinity indicate a freshening trend of the upper basin water 

(range: 31.2 - 33.2) (Fig. 4-2). The seasonal evolution of salinity, previously described by 

Boone et al. (2017), shows significant interannual variability. Observed temperatures 

varied over a narrow range of -1.78 °C to -1.0 °C (Fig. 4-2). Temperatures close to the 

freezing point mainly occurred from January to June, while maximum temperatures 

were observed in late September. Both temperature and salinity time series reveal high 

frequency oscillations, with seasonally varying amplitudes. Amplitudes were largest 

when stratification of the fjord was strong, which is mainly from July to December 

(Boone et al., 2017), and might reflect the influence of internal waves in the fjord basin 

(Cottier et al., 2004). 

Deseasonalized monthly anomalies of salinity (Fig. 4-3), processed according to 

Thomson and Emery (2014)(Text S2), show the occurrence of a freshening trend of -

0.11 psu y-1 (2003-2015) (Table 1). Trend analysis of August-August segments reveal 

that the freshening was mainly caused by strong freshening from 2005 to 2007 (-0.92 
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psu) and from 2009 to 2013 (-0.66 psu). These freshening periods were interrupted by 

periods when salinity increased as in 2007-2009 (0.16 psu) and 2013-2014 (0.52 psu). 

Deseasonalized monthly temperature anomalies show only a small warming trend 

(2003-2015) (<0.01 °C, p-value (5%): <0.001) (Fig. 4-3). We note that a correlation (0.66; 

p-value (5%): 0.02) exists between trends of August-August segments of salinity and 

temperature anomalies. Increasing temperatures are therefore correlated with 

freshening of the basin water. 

 

Figure 4-2: Time series of salinity (a) and temperature (red) and calculated freezing 

temperature (grey) (b) at 63 m depth at mZERO from August 2003 to May 2015. 
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Figure 4-3: Deseasonalized monthly averaged (a) salinity and (b) temperature anomalies 

at 63 m from mooring mZero. Black lines indicate monthly anomalies; grey line shows 

interpolated monthly anomalies and red lines the 11-term low-pass filter of the 

interpolated monthly anomalies. Grey zones in (a) mark periods with anomalous 

freshening. 
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Table 4-1: Linear trends of deseasonalized monthly anomalies of salinity at mooring 

mZERO (Aug-July), with the coefficient of determination (R2) and root mean squared 

error (RMSE). 

Season dS dt-1 in psu y-1 R2 RMSE 

Aug 03- Mar 15 -0.11 0.81 0.17 

Aug 04-Jul 05 0.15 0.7 0.03 

Aug 05-Jul 06 -0.51 0.99 0.02 

Aug 06- Jul 07 -0.41 0.99 0.01 

Aug 07-Jul 08 0.14 0.83 0.02 

Aug 08- Jul 09 0.03 0.51 0.01 

Aug 09-Jul 10 -0.14 0.98 0.01 

Aug 10- Jul 11 -0.29 0.98 0.01 

Aug 11-Jul 12 0.06 0.6 0.01 

Aug 12- Jul 13 -0.29 0.98 0.01 

Aug 13-Jul 14 0.56 0.96 0.04 
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The general freshening trend from August 2003 to March 2015 (-0.11 psu y-1) provides 

an independent verification of the freshening trend of –0.12 psu y-1, which was based 

on summer measurements in Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord by Sejr et al., (2017). Other 

estimates of freshening rates in the Arctic Ocean show freshening rates of -0.04 to -0.2 

psu y-1 in the mixed layer between 1972 and 2012, though there are strong regional 

differences (Peralta-Ferriz & Woodgate, 2015). Hamilton & Wu (2013) reported 

freshening rates attained -0.02 psu y-1 in the near-surface layer (50 – 200 m) on the 

Baffin Island shelf from 1983-2003. While comparing different freshening rates is 

difficult, as they are measured at different depths, locations and time periods, the 

aforementioned studies suggest that the freshening rates reported here are at the high 

end of previously reported values in other Arctic regions. 

TS-diagrams of the time series of the upper basin water organized as daily averaged TS-

properties from 2003-2015 (Fig. 4-S2) and as seasonal plots from 1 July to 31 June show 

the seasonal transformation of the hydrography in the fjord from 2006 to 2015 (Figure 

4-4). Data collected before 2006 were excluded from Fig.4-4, as they did not resolve a 

complete seasonal cycle. Based on the shape in TS-space, the seasonal transformations 

can be grouped in three types. The first type contains years where hydrographic 

transformations did not lead to a large change in temperature and salinity of the fjord 

upper basin water. In TS-space, these seasons have a circular shape. Years with such 

patterns are 2007-2008, 2008-2009, 2011-2012 and 2014-2015 (Figure 4-4). The second 

type contains years where freshening occurs in the upper basin water leading to a 

reversed U-shape in TS-space and freshening with time. Freshening was observed in 
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seasons 2006-2007, 2009-2010, 2010-2011 and 2012-2013 (Figure 4-4). Finally, the 

third type involves a single year (2013-2014) where renewal in the upper basin occurs, 

indicated by a cold and salty water mass (Figure 4-4). 

 

Figure 4-4: TS-diagrams of the seasonal (1 July- 31 June) transformation of hydrography 

at ~63 m at mooring mZero in the upper basin water of Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord. Thin 

lines indicate the freezing line at 63 m. Note that all y-axes have the same scale 

(difference between max. and min. value is constant), but the x-axes may have different 

ranges. 

The events in 2013-2014 were described by Dmitrenko et al. (2015), who illustrated 

how the opening of a coastal polynya close to the outer sill impacted the ventilation of 
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the upper basin. As a result, the upper basin was filled with relatively salty (~32.3), 

oxygen rich water around the freezing point (~ -1.75 °C). The associated strong salinity 

increase (Fig. 4-2, Fig. 4-3.) was unique in the data record, which indicates the unique 

nature of ventilation by a polynya in Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord. 

The TS-analysis further emphasizes that freshening occurred in a stepwise manner, not 

gradually (Fig. 4-S2). Freshening is not a linear process and is best observed with 

continuous measurements, as fjord hydrography can be impacted by multiple 

processes, which can act independently, or in concert. These processes include the 

evolution of the cross-sill salinity gradient, mixing intensity, polynya activity, sea ice 

processes and input of low salinity water (Bendtsen et al., 2014; Boone et al., 2017; 

Dmitrenko et al., 2015). Freshwater input to the coastal waters of East Greenland is 

comprised mainly of freshwater input from land and input of sea ice meltwater (Bacon 

et al., 2014). During our study period, the ice mass loss rate from the northeastern 

sector of the Greenland Ice Sheet has accelerated (Khan et al., 2014) and the amount 

of sea ice exported through Fram Strait has increased (Smedsrud et al., 2017). The 

observed variation of the seasonal hydrographic transformation of the fjord might be 

explained by variability of these regional and local processes as they demonstrate a 

pronounced seasonal cycle, and significant interannual variability. 

4.3.2 Temperature and Salinity of Lower Basin Layer in 2004-2014 

August values of temperature and salinity of the lower basin water (>200 m depth) (Fig. 

4-1) showed that the bottom water has not been renewed since 2004-2005, when 
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salinity changed from ~33.15 (2004) to ~33.25 (2005) (Fig. 4-5a). Instead, stratification 

in the lower basin increased over time, from nearly uniform salinity in 2004 and 2005 

to salinities ranging from 32.75 to 33.05 in 2014. From 2005 to 2014, salinities 

decreased from ~33.25 (2005) to a minimum of 32.75 (2014), equivalent to maximal 

freshening rate of 0.056 psu y-1. This is well below the salinity in 2004 when the 

previous bottom renewal took place. Along with decreasing salinities, temperatures 

increased from ~ -1.77 °C to ~-1.60 °C. 

August CTD-measurements of coastal water masses near the sill depth (45-60 m) (see 

Fig. 4-1a for locations) show that in 2004 and 2005 the density of the lower basin water 

and water masses at sill depth were comparable (Fig. 4-5b). This changed after 2005, 

when freshening decreased densities in the coastal water below densities in the lower 

basin (Fig. 4-5b). The largest change in density of the offshore water masses at sill depth 

was recorded from 2005 to 2007. During that period, the mean salinity changed from 

33.3 to 31.4. Since 2007, mean salinities increased and varied between 32.0 and 32.6, 

which was still below salinities of the lower basin.  

Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord is connected to the Polar Surface Water layer of the coastal 

water via a shallow outer sill. Major replacements of the basin water will occur 

whenever the coastal water exchanged over the sill exceeds the density of water within 

the fjord basin (Farmer & Freeland, 1983). The inflow to the upper basin water recorded 

in 2013-2014 was not dense enough to renew the lower basin water of the fjord, only 

partial basin renewal occurred and only impacted the upper basin of the fjord 

(Dmitrenko et al., 2015). Although our time series contain only one observation of 
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renewal, the offshore water masses near sill depth clearly show a decrease in density 

of the coastal water during our observational period. As no significant increasing linear 

trend in discharge volumes from the main river of the fjord’s catchment was observed 

during the study period (Sejr et al., 2017), our observations suggest that the lack of 

renewal and freshening of the upper basin water could be caused by freshening of the 

coastal water. The increasing stratification of lower basin water indicates that 

downward transport of low density water is dominated by turbulent diffusion or by 

mixing due to internal waves, which are commonly observed in fjords (Cottier et al., 

2010; Mortensen et al., 2011). 

3.3 Outlook 

Changes in salinity can influence marine ecosystems in several ways. Salinity influences 

alkalinity (buffer capacity) and calcium ion concentrations, impacting the vulnerability 

of fjord to ocean acidification (AMAP, 2013), and changes in density-driven circulation 

can impact nutrient availability for primary production in fjords (Meire et al., 2016, 

2017). Furthermore, in Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord, glacial meltwater runoff and input of 

freshwater from outside the fjord can influence the composition of the bacterial 

community (Paulsen et al., 2017), as well as the phytoplankton grazer community 

(Middelbo et al., 2017). A lack of renewal, due to a more stable halocline may over time 

lead to lower oxygen concentrations or even hypoxic conditions in the bottom water. 

This may impact biogeochemical cycling and the distribution and composition of the 

benthic fauna (Rysgaard & Glud, 2007). 
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Figure 4-5: TS- diagram of (a) the lower basin water (>200 m) of Young Sound-

Tyrolerfjord from August measurements from 2004 to 2014 and (b) TS- diagram of the 

offshore water masses around sill depth (45-60 m) and their means (large dots), 

including the data from (a) in black. Red box in (b) shows the limits of the TS-diagram in 

(a). Dashed lines in (a) and (b) indicate the freezing line and isopycnals, Locations of the 

measurement are specified in Fig. 4-1 
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More research is needed to identify the drivers of the coastal freshening. Both regional 

warming and increased mass loss from the Northeast Greenland Ice Sheet have been 

reported (Khan et al., 2014). Furthermore, results from Cox et al. (2010) suggest that 

increasing freshwater from sea ice melt along the coast of East Greenland might be 

important, as the anomalous strong freshening reported here, coincides with a strong 

increase in sea ice meltwater input to the East Greenland Current in 2005-2007 (Cox et 

al., 2010). However, the pathways of freshwater transport and the specific processes 

involved in the freshening of the coastal water of Northeast Greenland remain unclear, 

which stresses the importance of dedicated long-term observational studies in this 

region. 

4.4 Conclusions 

A 13-year moored timeseries of salinity and temperature near the outer sill of Young 

Sound-Tyrolerfjord in Northeast Greenland enables us to investigate the interannual 

evolution of salinity and temperature of the basin water and to quantify the impact of 

freshening on the fjord’s hydrography. Interannual (2003-2015) variability of salinity in 

the upper basin water indicate a general freshening trend of 0.11 psu y-1. Freshening 

was anomalous high from August 2005 to August 2007 (-0.92 psu or -0.46 psu y-1) and 

from August 2009 to August 2013 (-0.66 psu or -0.17 psu y-1). Although the salinities 

within the fjord have decreased significantly, the reduced density was compensated for 

by an even stronger freshening of the coastal water. This prevented renewal of the 

bottom water since 2004-2005. A shift towards fresher coastal water and the 
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subsequent lack of bottom water renewal in combination with general freshening of 

the fjord basin water may impact the fjord’s ecosystem functioning. The observations 

in this study provide new insights into the temporal variability of salinity and 

temperature and thus provides a necessary step towards an impact assessment and 

identification of underlying processes driving freshening in Northeast Greenland. 
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Supporting information 

Introduction  

The supporting information contains methods of the time series analysis and the analysis 

to investigate if the mooring is representative for changes in the fjord basin water. 

Text S1. Salinity at mooring depth and basin salinity 

Analysis of 99 CTD casts occupied in August between 2004-2014, along a transects that 

spanned the entire Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord system, demonstrates that the mooring is 

representative for changes in the fjord’s upper basin water. A scatter plot of mean salinity 

of the upper basin water (Sub) (45 m – 150 m) versus mean salinity at mooring depth 

(Sm) (60 m-65 m) (Fig. S1) shows a linear relation. A first-order linear regression model 

(Sm=0.88*Sub+3.91) has R2 of 0.96 and RMSE 0.08. Following this linear model, 1 psu 

change in salinity observed at the mooring represents 1.14 psu change in the mean 

salinity of the upper basin water.  
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Figure 4-S1. Mean salinity of the upper basin water (Sub; 45 m-150 m) vs. mean salinity 

at mooring depth (Sm; 60 m-65 m) from August transects of the Greenland Ecosystem 

Monitoring Program between 2004 and 2014. 

Text S2. Time Series Analysis 

The long-term trends in the 13-year salinity and temperature time series were calculated 

using least-squares linear regressions from deseasonalized monthly anomalies, 

calculated following methods described in Thomson and Emery (2014). First, data gaps 

in the original data were filled by linear interpolation. Mean monthly values were then 

calculated for each month of the year, noted as 𝜂(𝑡𝑚)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (m=1,2, …,12). Afterwards these 

mean monthly values were subtracted from the linearly interpolated monthly averaged 

data (𝜂(𝑡𝑚)) for the appropriate month, to finally obtain monthly anomalies of salinity 
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and temperature, which can be noted as 𝜂′(𝑡𝑚) = 𝜂(𝑡𝑚) − 𝜂(𝑡𝑚)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ . To focus on 

interannual variability, we then applied a 11-term Trenberth low-pass filter (Trenberth, 

1984) to these monthly anomalies, which completely eliminates variance at periods less 

than 8 months, but retains 80 % of the original amplitude at a period of 24 months. 

Finally, the deseasonalized monthly anomalies were subjected to least squares 

regression analysis to quantify interannual and annual trends. 

 

Figure 4-S2. Daily averaged TS-properties of the interannual (2003 - 2015) 

transformation of hydrography at ~63 m depth at mooring mZero in the upper basin 

water of the Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord. The thin, nearly vertical lines indicate isopycnals 

and the dotted line shows the freezing line (63 m). 
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5.1 Introduction 

The Arctic freshwater cycle receives much attention as it is a prominent element of the 

Earth’s climate system. The Arctic Ocean is warming (McLaughlin et al., 2009; Polyakov 

et al., 2005, 2012), freshening (Haine et al., 2015; McPhee et al., 2009; Proshutinsky et 

al., 2009; Rabe et al., 2011), and freshwater fluxes from the Greenland Ice Sheet are 

increasing (Bamber et al., 2012; Khan et al., 2014). Climate change has altered the 

distribution and pathways of freshwater in the Arctic Ocean (McPhee et al., 2009), 

which resounds in changes of heat, salt and biogeochemical properties of the Arctic 

Ocean and the bordering (sub)-arctic seas and oceans, such as the Greenland Sea 

(Arrigo and Van Dijken, 2011; Beszczynska-Möller et al., 2011; Carmack and McLaughlin, 

2011; Pabi et al., 2008; Woodgate et al., 2012). 

Along the major outflow shelf of the Arctic Ocean lie the coastal waters of Northeast 

Greenland, bounded by Fram Strait in the North and Denmark Strait in the South. Large 

amounts of sea ice and freshwater are exported through Fram Strait and transported 

southwards via the East Greenland Current (Carmack et al., 2016; Rudels et al., 2002). 

Additionally, these coastal waters receive glacial meltwater from numerous drainage 

basins, such as the Northeast Greenland Ice Stream, which covers 16 % of the Greenland 

Ice Sheet and includes important outlet glaciers such as the Nioghalvfjerdsfjorden 

Glacier, Zachariae Isstrøm, and Storstrømmen Glacier (Khan et al., 2014). 
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The impact of the changing freshwater cycle on the oceanographic conditions of the 

many fjords along the Northeast coast of Greenland is not well studied, and 

observations of the coastal waters in Northeast Greenland are scarce. The area is 

undersampled in comparison to the coast of Southeast Greenland (Bacon, 2002; Pickart 

et al., 2005; Sutherland and Pickart, 2008) as coastal navigation is time-consuming due 

to icebergs and sea ice (Håvik et al., 2017; Rudels et al., 2005). Long-term mooring arrays 

monitor the gateways of Fram Strait (e.g. (Beszczynska-Møller et al., 2012; de Steur et 

al., 2014; Rabe et al., 2013) and Denmark Strait (Harden et al., 2016), but the seasonal 

and interannual variability of the oceanographic conditions along the coast of Northeast 

Greenland and its impact on fjord hydrography are not well known. 

Recent studies by Sejr et al. (2017) and Boone et al. (2018) analyzed a decadal data set 

(2003-2015) from the fjord and coastal water near Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord, a high 

arctic fjord system on the Northeast Coast of Greenland (Fig. 5-1a). Their observations 

presented evidence of strong freshening in the coastal water (Sejr et al., 2017) and 

quantified the impact of freshening on the renewal of the fjord basin waters (Boone et 

al., 2018). Sejr et al. (2017) eliminated local climate variability as driver of the freshening 

as they showed that changes in local climate variables, such as local atmospheric 

conditions, the presence of sea ice, melting snow and glacial meltwater discharge, could 

not explain the observed change in the freshwater content. The authors therefore 

suggested that the coastal water was likely the main source of freshwater for the fjord. 

However, the processes affecting the freshwater content of the coastal water were not 

identified. 
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In this paper, we aim to identify dominant processes that affect the observed freshening 

in the coastal water of Northeast Greenland. This involves identifying the main 

freshwater source and study its variability and drivers from 2003 to 2015. 

 

Figure 5-1: (a) Location of Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord along the coast of Northeast 

Greenland with minimum and maximum median (1981-2010) ice extent (NSIDC, 2017). 

(b) Schematic circulation in the Greenland Sea (modified from Håvik et al. (2017)), Fresh 

Polar surface water in the Polar Surface Water Jet (PSW-Jet) and East Greenland Current 

(EGC) are indicated in blue. Warm Atlantic Water in the Return Atlantic Current (RAC) 

in orange, and in the West Spitsbergen Current (WSC) in red. Location of the major 

outlet glaciers of the Northeast Greenland ice stream; Nioghalvfjerdsfjorden Glacier 

(NG), Zachariae Isstrøm (ZI), and Storstrømmen Glacier (SG) are marked. Bathymetry is 

obtained from IABCO (Jakobsson et al., 2012). 
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5.2 Data & Methods 

5.2.1 Study Area 

We investigate coastal freshening near Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord, a fjord system in 

Northeast Greenland (Fig. 5-1a). A 45 m deep sill forms a topographic barrier between 

the fjord basin and the coastal water. The dominant water masses along the coast are 

associated with the East Greenland Current (Rudels et al., 2002). The surface layer 

consists of cold (<0 °C) and fresh (<34.4) Polar Surface Water, and has a thickness of 

roughly 150 m to 200 m on the shelf and 50 m further offshore (Håvik et al., 2017; 

Rudels et al., 2002). As the sill depth of the fjord is only 45 m, this is the only water mass 

that is connected to the fjord.  

Along the coast of Northeast Greenland an ice wedge is formed. Sea ice transported 

through Fram Strait is pushed towards the Northeast coast of Greenland (Bacon et al., 

2014, 2008). As sea ice melts on its way south, it forms an ice wedge, characterized by 

a broad and dense ice pack in the north, and a narrow band of fragmented pieces of sea 

ice in the south. Median monthly ice extent (1981-2010), available through the National 

Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC, 2017), shows the seasonal variability of the ice 

concentration along East Greenland (Fig. 5-1a). During the maximum seasonal extent 

(April), the coastal- and shelf area is covered by sea ice from the Fram Strait to Cape 

Farewell. In summer (August), the sea ice wedge along the coast retreats up to 
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approximately 74° N, with the southernmost ice-covered area close to Young Sound-

Tyrolerfjord. 

5.2.2 Mooring data and hydrographic data 

Since 2003, the Greenland Ecosystem Monitoring Program have conducted annual 

hydrographic measurements in Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord. The program monitored the 

interannual variability of salinity and temperature of the upper basin water, defined as 

the water mass below sill depth and above 150 m, with a CTD-mooring (Sea-Bird 

Electronics, Inc., SBE-37). The mooring (mZERO, Fig. 5-1) was replaced every August 

between 2003 and 2015. The first data point was from 20 August 2003 and the last 

available data point was from 14 May 2015. The record showed data gaps, when the 

mooring malfunctioned (2006) or when ice conditions hampered redeployment of the 

mooring (2004). During the consecutive seasons, the mean mooring depth was 63 m 

with a standard deviation of 2.7 m. Furthermore, the program measured a hydrographic 

transect every August that covers Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord and extends approximately 

30 km offshore. From this transect we used data from the stations near location GHCTD 

(Fig. 5-2), to investigate the interannual variation of hydrography in the coastal water 

and its link to the fjord water masses. 
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Figure 5-2: (a) Map of Young Sound - Tyrolerfjord in Northeast Greenland showing the 

location of mooring mZero (blue), CTD station GH (red) and bathymetry (Søren Rysgaard 

et al., 2003). White areas in (a) depict the land, and grey areas the shelf and coastal 

waters. (b-c) Time series of salinity (b) and temperature (b) at 63m depth at mZERO 

from August 2003 to May 2015. Black symbols show the salinity and temperature at sill 

depth as measured in station GH during the yearly August transects. 
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5.2.3 Freshwater export variability through Fram Strait 

We analyse the interannual variability of freshwater export through Fram Strait from 

2003-2015. de Steur et al. (2014, 2009) analyze long-term mooring data in Fram Strait 

and conclude that the interannual variability of the annual mean liquid freshwater flux 

(2000-2010 mean: 2100 km3 yr−1 (de Steur et al., 2014, 2009; Haine et al., 2015) is not 

pronounced. Furthermore, we note that observations in Fram Strait show that the 

Pacific Water fraction, a possible contributor to short variations in the freshwater 

content of the Arctic Ocean Outflow, is generally low from 2003-2015, with only a brief 

appearance in 2011 to 2012 (Dodd et al., 2017, 2012; Falck et al., 2005).  

The export of sea ice does show a large interannual variability (de Steur et al., 2009). 

The volume flux of sea ice is largely controlled by the sea ice drift and not by variability 

of sea ice thickness (De Steur et al., 2009). Therefore, the interannual variability of 

freshwater transport via sea ice can be estimated by the areal sea ice export through 

Fram Strait. We use the time series of sea ice areal export through Fram Strait from 

Smedsrud et al. (2016). This data set was obtained by using a combination of satellite 

radar images and station observations of mean sea level pressure differences across 

Fram Strait (Smedsrud et al., 2017). The dataset contains monthly sea ice area export 

values from 1935 to 2014, and is available via the Pangaea database (Smedsrud et al., 

2016). To obtain the freshwater volume flux from the areal transport values, we use the 

mean sea ice thickness in Fram Strait (2.2 m; mean: 2008–2011, Hansen et al. (2013)), 
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a mean sea ice salinity of 4, reference salinity of 34.8 and a sea ice density of  

917 kg m-³.  

5.2.4 NorESM Climate Model 

We use the fully coupled Norwegian Earth System Model (NorESM) to perform a 

process study on the impact of Atlantic Water temperature on sea ice bottom melt. 

NorESM is a state of the art global Earth System Model that is part of phase 5 of the 

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) (Taylor et al., 2012). The ocean 

component is an isopycnal coordinate ocean general circulation model with 51 layers, 

and is based on the Miami Isopycnic Coordinate Model (MICOM) (Bentsen et al., 2012). 

The sea ice component is described by the CICE4 version used in the Community Climate 

System Model, version 4 (CCSM4) (Gent et al., 2011). For the experiment presented 

here, a tri-polar grid is used with approximately 1 ° zonal resolution along the equator. 

The Northern hemisphere grid singularities are located in Canada and Siberia, which 

results in a typical horizontal resolution of 40 km in the Arctic Ocean. A comparison by 

Langehaug et al. (2013) of historical simulations with satellite observations for Arctic 

sea ice shows good agreement. The model is well suited for process studies and has 

previously been used for a similar purpose for a study of the sea ice cover East of 

Svalbard (Ivanov et al., 2016). In this study, we used monthly data from the CMIP5 

historical ensemble for the period 1954 to 2005, which is available through the CMIP5 

website (https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/projects/cmip5/).  
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We chose to use temperature of the Atlantic Water temperature in the West 

Spitsbergen Current in the region southwest of Svalbard, before the Current is impacted 

by the formation of the Return Atlantic Current (Fig. 5-1b) (Rudels et al., 2005). The 

latter forms a direct pathway for Atlantic Water from the Western Spitsbergen Current 

to the Northeast Greenland Shelf, and thus feeds warm Atlantic Water to the outer East 

Greenland Current and the Greenland Sea (de Steur et al., 2014; Håvik et al., 2017; 

Rudels et al., 2002). Furthermore, we chose to extract a time series of the core 

temperature (maximum) of Atlantic Water from below 50 m, as the surface layers might 

be affected by regional climate variability, which may lead to increased heat loss to the 

atmosphere and to sea ice melt (Rudels et al., 2005). Finally, the detrended anomalies 

in core temperature were correlated with spatial fields of sea ice bottom melt. 

Furthermore, we extracted the monthly freshwater flux from sea ice due to melting 

from the model to study its temporal and spatial variability. 

5.3 Results and discussion 

5.3.1 Freshening in Young-Sound 

Boone et al. (2018) analyzed a long-term (2003-2015) continuous mooring data 

timeseries of the basin water in Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord to investigate freshening of 

the basin water. Deseasonalized time series (Fig. 5-3) showed a long-term freshening 

trend of -0.11 psu y-1 between August 2003- March 2015, and provided an independent 

verification of the study of summertime data by Sejr et al. (2017). Boone et al. (2018) 
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showed that anomalously strong freshening occurred in the periods 2005-2007 (-0.92 

psu) and 2009-2013 (-0.66 psu). The freshening periods were separated by periods 

when salinity slightly increased as in 2008 (Aug 2007-Aug 2009: 0.16 psu).  

The characteristics of in the fjord basin water were closely linked to surface waters at 

the coast. This is supported by the observation that temperature and salinity measured 

at mooring mZERO (65 m) corresponded closely to the salinity and temperature in the 

coastal water at sill depth (45 m) near GHctd, a CTD-station occupied every August since 

2003 by the Greenland Ecosystem Monitoring Program (location: Fig. 5-1).  

 

Figure 5-3: Deseasonalized monthly averaged salinity anomalies at 63 m from mooring 

mZero. Vertical grid lines mark 01 August of each year. Grey zones in (a) mark periods 

with anomalous freshening (from Boone et al., 2018). 
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We note that the total yearly runoff to Young-Sound Tyrolerfjord is only a fraction (~1.1 

km3 y-1, Mernild et al., (2007)) of the mean tidal exchange (~450 km3/tide) and very 

small in comparison to for example Sermilik Fjord, a fjord with similar length (90 km) 

and width (5–10 km) (Jackson and Straneo, 2016) as Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord, which 

has an average yearly freshwater flux of 33.0 km3 yr-1 (Mernild et al., 2012). Young 

Sound-Tyrolerfjord is therefore highly influenced by the oceanographic conditions in 

the coastal water. Mixing, associated with sill processes (internal hydraulic jumps, 

breaking lee waves, shear instabilities, internal waves, etc.) (Boone et al., 2017; Farmer 

and Freeland, 1983; Geyer and Cannon, 1982; Klymak and Gregg, 2004; Stigebrandt, 

1980) are expected to ensure the downward mixing of the coastal water advected to 

the fjord interior by tidal exchange and make that offshore water masses at sill depth 

(45 m) compare to the water masses at 65 m in the fjord’s upper basin relatively close 

to the sill (~7 km). This observation is important as it shows that the mooring is in close 

connection to the coastal water masses and therefore is representative for variability 

in the coastal water masses. 

5.3.2 Sources of freshwater variability along the coast 

The observation of large change in surface salinity and pronounced freshening periods 

urges for a better understanding of the drivers of the surface layer freshening in the 

proximity of the Northeast Greenland coast. The main potential contributors to local 

freshwater variability are sea ice melt and runoff from Greenland. Sea ice is potentially 

the largest contributor to the freshwater budget of the coastal domain based on a 
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volumetric balance. Yearly freshwater fluxes of sea ice through the Fram Strait are 

estimated at 1900±280 km³ y-1 (Sref= 34.8; mean 2000-2010, (Haine et al., 2015)), while 

runoff estimates to the coast of Northeast Greenland attain 125±9 km³ y-1 (mean 1992-

2010, Bamber et al., (2012)). Although runoff from the Northeast Greenland sector of 

the Greenland Ice Sheet are expected to rise (Khan et al., 2014), the volume stays an 

order of magnitude smaller than that of sea ice export. 

Freshwater discharge to the coastal domain may also form coastal boundary currents, 

which are important features in the coastal domain and largely determine the 

oceanographic conditions along the coast (Carmack et al., 2015b). Bacon et al. (2014) 

state that the dominant contributor to the freshwater content of the East Greenland 

Coastal Current, a freshwater jet along the coast of southeast Greenland, is local 

melting of sea ice exported through Fram Strait. The authors base their statement on 

the fact that only the volume of freshwater in sea ice can explain the freshwater volume 

transported by the East Greenland Coastal Current observed by Wilkinson and Bacon 

(2005). Furthermore, observations show that there is no evidence of significant growth 

in transport from Denmark Strait to Cape Farewell, which would be expected if runoff 

from the Southeast Greenland fjords (mean 1992-2010: 396 ±280 km³ y-1, Bamber et 

al., (2012)) was a dominant driver (Wilkinson and Bacon, 2005). Therefore, freshwater 

sources, such as terrestrial runoff, precipitation-evaporation and iceberg melt, 

previously brought forward as drivers by Bacon (2002) and Sutherland and Pickart 

(2008) are considered contributing factors, but far less dominant than sea ice (Bacon et 

al., 2008). 
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Recent observations from 2012 in Northeast Greenland found evidence of a surface-

intensified jet within the Polar Surface Water Layer, similar to the East Greenland 

Coastal Current observed in Southeast Greenland (Håvik et al., 2017). In this so-called 

“Polar Surface Water Jet” the freshwater flux near 71° N attains ~36 mSv or ~1140 km³ 

y-1 (section 6, Sref= 34.8). This volume roughly equals the sum of the spring sea ice 

export through Fram Strait of 2012 (980 km³ y-1, based on data from Smedsrud et al., 

(2016)) and the runoff estimate from the Northeastern Sector of Greenland (125±9 km³ 

y-1 , mean 1992-2010, Bamber et al., (2012)). The Polar Surface Water Jet was observed 

up to a latitude of 74° N, which is near Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord. Fig. 5-4 shows a 

schematic overview of the cited freshwater sources to the coastal domain in Northeast 

Greenland.  
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Figure 5-4: Schematic representation of freshwater input to the coastal domain of 

Northeast Greenland during summer 201. Reference to the estimates can be found in 

the text. Black arrows represent solid sea ice transport, dark green arrow represents 

the liquid water outflow, dark blue arrows represent runoff from Greenland, light blue 

arrows represent sea ice meltwater, blue arrow represents freshwater transport in the 

Polar Surface Water- Jet, light green arrows represent freshwater transport in the East 

Greenland Current and red arrow schematizes the path of the Return Atlantic Current 

and the Outer East Greenland Current along the shelfbreak of the East Greenland Shelf. 

Black triangle indicates the location of Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord. 

Although this analysis is based on limited data with limited spatial and temporal 

coverage, it gives insight to the freshwater sources to the coastal domain of Northeast 

Greenland. Major lack of data is from the freshwater transport and seasonality of the 

Polar Surface Water Jet. However, even if the Polar Surface Water Jet only occurs during 
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half of the year, the transport volume cannot be explained by runoff from Greenland. 

We therefore can assume that sea ice is a dominant driver of freshwater input to the 

coastal domain, which justifies an investigation of interannual variability of sea ice melt 

as a driver of freshwater variability along the coast of Northeast Greenland. 

5.3.3 Interannual variability of sea Ice export through the Fram 

Strait 

The estimated annual (from September to August) freshwater volume transport of sea 

ice through Fram Strait shows an increasing trend during the period 2003-2015 (Fig. 5-

5). The volume export varied around ~1300 km³ during 2003–2005, but increased up to 

~2100 km³ in 2012. Study of the seasonal export (Fig. 5-5), shows that volume export 

mainly occurs during winter (Sep-Feb; range ~820 km³ (2004) and 1124 km³ (2007)), but 

the increase in yearly volume export is mainly caused by variability in the spring-

summer volume exports (Mar-Aug; range: 400 km³ (2005) and 1000 km³ (2012)). This is 

emphasized by the fact that relative importance of spring-summer volume export 

increased with time: total spring-summer export volumes were ~50 % of the winter 

export volumes in 2005, and ~88% in 2012. 
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Figure 5-5: Southward flux of freshwater from sea ice in Fram Strait, based on ice area 

export data as reported by Smedsrud et al. (2017). Annual export is 01 September to 

31-August, winter export covers 01 September – 28 February and spring export covers 

01 March – 31 August. Values are marked in the middle of the respective period. 

We expect that mainly the spring-summer volume export of sea ice exerts a dominant 

influence on the freshwater variability along the coast of Northeast Greenland. This 

because sea ice exported during spring-summer is mostly melted along the coast of 

Northeast Greenland, while the winter sea ice export is mainly transported south along 

the coast (Koenigk, 2005). 

5.3.4 Melt of sea-ice in the coastal domain  

As we can assume that sea ice is a major driver of freshwater variability in the coastal 

domain, we try to link melt dynamics of sea-ice with the freshening trends observed in 
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Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord. The oceanic heat flux is an important factor that can enhance 

melt, especially where the halocline, a salinity-stratified layer of water that inhibits 

upward mixing of the Atlantic Water into the Polar Surface Water and thereby reduces 

the ocean heat flux to sea ice (Aagaard et al., 1981), is not well developed. Furthermore, 

it is known that heat loss from the warm Atlantic water plays a key role in shaping the 

sea-ice cover over the inflow regions of Atlantic Water into the Arctic Ocean (Polyakov 

et al., 2010). 

To investigate the impact of the variability of Atlantic Water Temperature on sea ice 

melt on the shelf of Northeast Greenland we investigate the correlation between the 

maximum core temperature of the Atlantic Water in the West-Spitsbergen Current, the 

source of the Return Atlantic Current, and sea ice melt along the coast of Northeast 

Greenland from monthly model output between 1954 and 2005 (Fig. 5-6). Positive 

correlations (red and yellow areas) indicate that positive temperature anomalies in 

Fram Strait co-vary with increased sea ice melt. Negative correlations indicate that 

increased heat transport can lead to less sea ice formation in the seasonally sea ice 

covered areas during winter, which then leaves less sea ice available for melting during 

the subsequent summer (Sandø et al., 2014).  

The analysis reveals complex dynamics with large spatial variability (Fig. 5-6). 

Correlation was strong (p-value>0.5) at the inflow branches of the Atlantic Water (West 

Spitsbergen Current) towards the Arctic Ocean and where Atlantic Water is recirculated 

in Fram Strait. Correlation was positive over the Northeast Greenland Shelf, from Fram 

Strait down to a latitude of ~73° N. The corresponding p-values (Fig. 5-7) indicate that 
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the correlation is significant where the correlation is strong. The monthly correlation 

analysis (Fig. 5-8) shows that correlation is strong along the sea ice edge. The results of 

this process study therefore suggest that a temperature increase in Atlantic Water in 

the West-Spitsbergen current results in more melting and a decrease in Atlantic Water 

temperature results in less melting along the coast of Northeast Greenland.  

Although these strong correlations do not directly imply a relation between sea-ice melt 

and the Atlantic Water temperature variations, it is reasonable that the temperature of 

the Atlantic Water can affect sea ice melt along the coast of Northeast Greenland. We 

expect that the Atlantic Water that is recirculated via the Return Atlantic Current is 

important, as it lies close to the surface, where it can directly impact the ocean–sea-

ice–atmosphere interface (Ivanov et al., 2012; Sirevaag and Fer, 2012). Areal plots of 

monthly freshwater flux from melting from NorESM also show that meltwater input 

from sea ice in the non-summer months mainly occurs along the sea ice edge (Fig. 5-9). 

A possible mechanism might be the penetration warm Atlantic Water towards the 

Northeast Greenland Shelf, as observations show that from Fram Strait towards 75° N, 

the Return Atlantic Current penetrates towards the Shelf, and induces a temperatures 

rise in the upper layers (Rudels et al., 2002). This process might be further enhanced by 

intense mixing along the shelfbreak, which can enhance upward heat transport to the 

ice undersurface (Carmack et al., 2015a) and cause sea ice melt. The strong correlation 

over the entire Northeast Greenland shelf during the summer months is more unclear, 

and the potential link with atmospheric warming should be further studied. We remark 

that because there is no data available on the heat flux between the Atlantic Water 
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layer and the Polar Surface Water over the Northeast Greenland Shelf, the 

aforementioned mechanisms are only speculative. 

 

Figure 5-6: Spatial distribution of correlations between Atlantic Water core 

temperature anomalies feeding the West Spitsbergen Current (red box) and sea ice 

bottom melting simulated with the NorESM model for mean annual values between 

1954-2005. The triangle marks the location of the Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord. 
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5.3.5 Atlantic Water Temperatures linked with freshwater 

variability along the coast 

To evaluate if the Atlantic Water temperature in Fram Strait impacted freshwater 

variability along the coast of Northeast Greenland, we compare trends of salinity 

observations in Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord (Boone et al., 2018), with temperature 

observations from moored instruments in Fram Strait (Beszczynska-Møller et al., 2012; 

de Steur et al., 2014; Schauer et al., 2008). Year-round temperature observations from 

1997 to 2010 indicated two warming anomalies from the mean seasonal cycle in the 

Atlantic Water passing through Fram Strait (Beszczynska-Møller et al., 2012). The first, 

occurred between 1999-2000 and the second between 2005 and 2007. The second was 

substantially warmer: temperatures anomalies reached >1 °C. The warm anomaly 

between 2005 and 2007 temporarily doubled the amount of Recirculated Atlantic 

Water (de Steur et al., 2014), and created an influx of anomalous warm water to the 

Greenland Sea (Schauer et al., 2008). Furthermore, Beszczynska-Møller et al. (2012) 

noted that the warming in 2005-2007 was followed by a slightly negative temperature 

anomaly in 2008, but since summer 2009, a rise in Atlantic Water temperature resulted 

once more in a weakly positive anomaly (Beszczynska-Møller et al., 2012). 
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Figure 5-7: Spatial distribution of p-value of the correlation analysis between Atlantic 

Water core temperature anomalies feeding the West Spitsbergen Current (red box) and 

Arctic sea ice bottom melting simulated with the NorESM model for mean annual values 

between 1954-2005. The triangle marks the location of the Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord. 

The evolution of the temperature anomaly in Fram Strait can be linked to the freshening 

trend in Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord (Boone et al., 2017, section 3.1, Fig. 5-3): a strong 

freshening in the period 2005-2007, followed by a relatively stable period and increase 

in freshening since 2009-2011. Over the same period oxygen isotope measurements by 

Cox et al. (2010), show a rise (2005-2007) and fall (2008) of sea ice meltwater addition 

into the East Greenland Current system, and a tracer study by Dodd et al. (2012) 
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observed very high sea-ice meltwater inventories in the surface layers of the Fram Strait 

outflow from 2009-2011. This further suggests a link between Atlantic Water 

temperatures in Fram Strait, sea ice melt in Fram Strait and along the coast of East 

Greenland and freshening of the coastal water. 

One degree rise in Atlantic Water temperature can significantly increase the heat 

transported in the Return Atlantic Current. As recent transport volume estimates vary 

between 1.6 Sv (Håvik et al., 2017) and 2.0 Sv (Marnela et al., 2013), one degree rise in 

temperature can deliver between 6.7 and 8.4 TJ/s extra heat, which has a sea-ice melt 

potential of 58-72 km3/month or 691-864 km3/year. If we assume a layer thickness of 

50 m, a shelf area of 14000 km2 (100 km x 140 km, shelf width near 74° N) and a 

background salinity of 32.5, 8 km3 of sea ice melt can decrease salinity with 0.3. The 

latter is roughly the decrease in salinity observed in Young-Sound Tyrolerfjord from 

August 2010 to August 2011.  

This preliminary analysis shows that sea ice melt has the potential to influence salinities 

in the coastal water of Northeast Greenland. Observations show that Atlantic Water 

temperatures in the West Spitsbergen have increased in the last decades (Beszczynska-

Møller et al., 2012) and temperatures are expected to further increase due to climate 

warming (IPCC, 2013). In result, our findings suggest that this would lead to an increase 

of high-latitude sea ice melt, which can potentially further induce freshening along the 

coast of Northeast Greenland. 
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Figure 5-8: Spatial distribution of correlations between Atlantic Water core 

temperature anomalies feeding the West Spitsbergen Current (red box) and sea ice 

bottom melting simulated with the NorESM model for mean monthly values between 

1954-2005. Black dotted line marks the monthly 1981-2010 median Sea Ice Extent 

(NSIDC, 2017). The triangle marks the location of the Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord. 
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Figure 5-9: Monthly freshwater flux from sea ice due to melting as simulated for the 

year 2007 from results of the NorESM. Black dotted line marks the monthly 1981-2010 

median Sea Ice Extent (NSIDC, 2017). 
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5.4 Conclusions 

This study investigates the role of sea ice melt as driver of the freshwater variability in 

the coastal domain of Northeast Greenland. Sea ice was identified as a dominant driver 

of freshwater variability along the coast of Northeast Greenland. A process study with 

NorESM suggests that sea ice melt along the coast of Northeast Greenland, down to 

latitude of ~73° N, is highly correlated with temperatures of Atlantic Water in the West 

Spitsbergen Current. We expect that mainly the warm Atlantic Water that is 

recirculated via the Return Atlantic Current has an important impact. Observations in 

Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord indicated anomalously strong freshening in the periods 2005-

2007 (-0.92 psu) and 2009-2013 (-0.66 psu) (Boone et al., 2017, Fig. 5-3), that can be 

linked to strong warming anomalies from the mean seasonal cycle in the Atlantic Water 

passing through Fram Strait as described by Beszczynska-Møller et al. (2012). Our 

results suggest that further increase of ocean temperatures due to climate warming 

might lead to further freshening along the coast of Northeast Greenland. This study is 

only a first step to gain insight in the drivers of the freshwater content along the coast 

of Northeast Greenland, and would benefit from seasonal data in the coastal areas. 

More research, including high resolution numerical modelling studies, are needed to 

map the pathway of sea ice melt along the coast of Northeast Greenland to fully identify 

its role as driver of freshening and of the coastal boundary currents along the coast of 

East Greenland.  
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Chapter 6 Summary & Conclusions 

6.1 Summary of major findings 

Major Finding 1: Analysis and description of seasonal circulation 

patterns and drivers of circulation in an ice-covered Northeast 

Greenland Fjord  

The first results chapter of this thesis (Chapter 3) focused on circulation in a high-Arctic 

fjord during winter, when the fjord was covered with sea-ice and freshwater input was 

low. This chapter is based on a unique dataset with unprecedented spatial and temporal 

coverage in a high Arctic fjord. The study site is the Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord system 

(74°N) in Northeast Greenland. The analysis of the seasonal observations of circulation, 

hydrography and cross-sill exchange revealed a distinct seasonal circulation pattern, 

that changes in relation to polynya activity, meltwater, and inflow of coastal water 

masses. Renewal of basin water in the fjord was a relatively slow process which 

modified the fjord water masses on a seasonal timescale. By the end of winter, there 

was two-layer circulation, with outflow in the upper 45 m and inflow extending down 

to approximately 150 m. Tidal analysis showed that tidal currents were dominated by 

the M2 tidal constituents, and that residual currents were relatively small during the 

ice-covered period.  
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Detailed observation of the sill area with an autonomous ice tethered profiler during 

the transition from winter to spring enabled analysis of the fjord-shelf exchange over 

the outer sill of the Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord. Analysis indicated that tidal pumping, a 

tidally driven fjord-shelf exchange mechanism, drove a salt flux that is estimated to 

range between 145 kg s-1 and 603 kg s-1. Preliminary extrapolation of these values over 

the ice-covered period indicates that tidal pumping likely is a major source of dense 

water. Therefore, tidal pumping is expected to be one of the drivers of fjord circulation 

during the ice-covered period. 

Major Finding 2: Young Sound- Tyrolerfjord, a fjord along the coast 

of Northeast Greenland is vulnerable to the effects of freshening 

In Chapter 4, we describe interannual variability of salinity and temperature in the basin 

water of the Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord, based on a long term continuous data series 

that covers 2003 - 2015. This dataset, together with data from the Marin Basis 

Monitoring Program, is the first ever decadal continuous dataset of a fjord system in 

Greenland and enables us to study the variability and the effect on the renewal of the 

fjord bottom water due to regional freshening. 

In this study, we deseasonalized the salinity timeseries and found, besides a general 

freshening of -0.11 psu y-1, anomalous high freshening in the periods 2005-2007 (-0.46 

psu y-1) and 2009-2013 (-0.17 psu y-1). These freshening rates were at the high end in 

comparison with estimates of freshening around the Arctic reported earlier.  
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Furthermore, temperature-salinity analysis from 2004 to 2014 shows that freshening of 

the coastal water (~range at sill depth: 33.3 psu in 2005 to 31.4 psu in 2007) prevented 

renewal of the fjord’s bottom water. These data provide critical observations of 

interannual freshening rates in a remote fjord in Greenland and in the adjacent coastal 

waters, and show that coastal freshening impacts the fjord hydrography, which may 

impact the ecosystem functions on long term. 

Major Finding 3: Fjord freshening rates might be impacted by sea 

ice melt along the Northeast Greenland Coast. 

In Chapter 5, we analyzed the driving forces for the freshening discussed in Chapter 4. 

Previous studies could not attribute the observed change in freshwater variability in 

Young Sound Tyrolerfjord to local climate variables. Therefore, we analyzed the 

dominant drivers of freshwater variability along the coast of Northeast Greenland. 

Sea ice meltwater was identified as the dominant driver of freshwater variability in the 

coastal domain. Using a climate model we showed that sea ice bottom melt along the 

coast and north of 73° N is highly correlated with the temperature of Atlantic Water in 

the West-Spitsbergen Current. Furthermore, we found that freshening rates observed 

near Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord (Chapter 4) were highly correlated with positive 

temperature anomalies observed in the Fram Strait.  

These findings are important, as climate predictions forecast further increase of the 

North Atlantic Ocean temperature. The results from this chapter, if confirmed, indicate 
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that this would lead to more sea ice melt along the coast of Northeast Greenland, which 

would induce further freshening and may impact fjord ecosystems in long-term. 

6.2 Limitations and future work 

Chapter 3 of this thesis presented the circulation and fjord-shelf exchange during the 

ice-covered period in Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord. Compared to other studies of fjords in 

Greenland, this research was based on a rather extensive dataset. However, 

observations remain, in many cases, a limiting factor. For this study, the main limitation 

were the observations of the fjord-shelf exchange over the sill. The observations with 

an autonomous ice tethered profiler (ITP) indicated a tidal (semidiurnal) periodicity of 

salinity, with higher salinities during flood than during ebb tides. These observations 

suggest that dense water input across the sill, a driver of winter fjord circulation, may 

be partially explained by tidal pumping. This finding urged for the calculation of a salt 

balance. However, the ITP dataset and the ADCP did not completely cover the water 

column and only one point in the cross-section was sampled. In the study, we addressed 

the related uncertainties, but also cited a remark by Jackson and Straneo (2016) that 

these types of uncertainty are inherent to studies of salt balances on a temporal scale, 

as a compromise must be made on the allocation of the available resources. However, 

to fully understand the fjord-shelf exchange processes at the sill in the Young Sound-

Tyrolerfjord and to fully understand its role as driver of circulation in the fjord, more 

data is needed. Significant progress can be made if observations enable full closure of 
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the salt balance over the sill and enable quantification of the contribution of aspiration 

to tidal pumping. 

Therefore, a new experiment should aim to: 

• Measure the currents and salinity across the sill at high resolution and on 

multiple points across the sill. 

• Measure the hydrographic evolution of the fjord to quantify the effect of cross-

sill inflow on the fjord hydrography in the basin water and in the bottom water. 

• Measure salinity inside and outside the fjord to measure evolution of cross-sill 

salinity difference and enable quantification of aspiration depths. 

Chapter 4 of this thesis presented the analysis of an interannual dataset from the Marin 

Basis Monitoring Program. The study shows that Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord is an 

interesting research site to monitor the effects of coastal freshening. The system is 

highly influenced by the oceanographic conditions in the coastal water. The presented 

data already covers an exceptional period, but for future work, I highly recommend the 

continuation of the Marin Basis mooring program. In our study, we show that the 

mooring at 65 m deep, is a good representation of the hydrography of the upper basin 

of the fjord. If funding allows, I would suggest adding a mooring in the bottom water to 

the monitoring program. 

Chapter 5 of this thesis aimed to identify processes that affect the freshening in the 

coastal water of Northeast Greenland. The main limitation to this study is the lack of 

data from the coastal domain of Northeast Greenland and on the shelf. The area is 
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remote, mostly ice covered and hard to navigate. More information on mixing 

processes on the Northeast Greenland Shelf and along the shelfbreak that may 

potentially increase upward heat-flux from the Atantic Water layer to the ice bottom 

can improve the interpretation of the presented correlation analysis. 

Another suggestion for future research is to focus on the pathway of sea ice melt along 

the coast of East Greenland and aim to identify its role as driver of the coastal boundary 

currents along Greenland’s coast. Håvik et al.( 2017) remark that the formation of the 

(South)East Greenland Coastal Current is unclear, as it was previously attributed to the 

formation of a coastal boundary current due to runoff and sea ice melt (Bacon et al., 

2008, 2014), and to bathymetric steering of the shelfbreak East Greenland near the 

Kangerdlugssuaq Trough (Sutherland and Pickart, 2008). As Håvik et al.( 2017) recently 

also observed a coastal boundary current in Northeast Greenland, they named the Polar 

Surface Water Jet, the question was raised if the Polar Surface Water Jet and the East 

Greenland Current might be one connected feature that is part of a contiguous coastal 

domain around Greenland.  

The region near Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord might be a key location to study the 

formation of the Polar Surface Water Jet. According to the median sea ice extent, shown 

in Fig. 5-1, Young Sound lies near the southern tip of the sea ice wedge during the 

summer months, when sea ice melt reaches it seasonal maximum. This region might be 

the location where the boundary current is formed, or reaches the coast. Sampling the 

hydrographic structure and velocity profiles of the East Greenland current system from 

the coast to the shelfbreak from the southern ice edge of the sea ice wedge and further 
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southwards might clarify the mechanism driving the formation of the Polar Surface 

Water Jet and how it develops on its way south.  
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6.3 Summary & Conclusions 

This work examines the seasonal and interannual variability of oceanographic 

conditions in Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord (74° N), a high Arctic fjord system along the 

coast of Northeast Greenland. Prior to this work, measurements of fjord hydrography 

in Northeast Greenland were mainly limited to seasonal measurements in the ice-free 

summer period. In this study, we extended the temporal scale and research annual and 

interannual variability in the fjord system and attempt to link the observed change to 

coastal processes. 

Seasonal observations of circulation, hydrography and cross-sill exchange indicate that 

fjord circulation in Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord may be impacted by polynya activity, 

meltwater and inflow of coastal water masses. The transition from summer- to winter 

hydrography was a relatively slow process, that modified the fjord from a relatively 

strong stratification in summer to almost uniform stratification in winter, this occurs on 

a seasonal timescale. 

Water masses in Young Sound-Tyrolerfjord are largely influenced by the oceanographic 

conditions in the coastal domain. The analysis of a 13-year continuous time series 

(2003-2015), together with summer CTD-data, indicate that the fjord basin water is 

freshening and that bottom water renewal in the fjord is prevented by coastal 

freshening. Freshening of the fjord system mainly occurred between 2005-2007 and 

2009-2013, when anomalous strong freshening rates were recorded. In search of the 
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drivers of this change, a process study suggests that sea ice melt might be the dominant 

driver of freshwater variability along the coast of Northeast Greenland and showed that 

sea ice melt increases with increasing temperatures of Atlantic Water in the West 

Spitsbergen Current. The first anomaly of freshening (2005-2007) could be linked with 

strong temperature anomalies observed in the West-Spitsbergen Current. These 

anomalies were also associated with an increased recirculation of warm Atlantic Water 

to the East Greenland Current (Beszczynska-Møller et al., 2012), which might have 

caused an increase in sea ice melt at higher latitude. 

The Arctic is undergoing a rapid transformation due to climatic changes. As we expect 

a further increase of temperatures in the North Atlantic, the results of this study suggest 

that more sea ice might melt at higher latitude and further freshen the coastal waters 

of Northeast Greenland. This study is only a first step to gain insight in the drivers of the 

freshwater content along the coast of Northeast Greenland. More research, including 

numerical modelling studies, are needed to map the pathway of sea ice melt along the 

coast of Northeast Greenland and to identify its role as driver of the coastal boundary 

currents along the coast of East Greenland.   
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